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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Senate drafts
series of five
questions
about hiring
Faculty still debating
Holmes, Gladsky issue
By CHAD GALLAGHER
News editor

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer

Sculpting with sparks
David Sieveking, a senior graphic design major, welds a piece of metal Tuesday afternoon to finish his sculpture, "Top Heavy, "
for his class project in the Sculpture Studio.

Eastern retention rates among best
School seeing 50.2 percent of students through graduation
By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor
Eastern placed second in a study on
retention rates done by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education, and other
reports indicate the school is strong in
keeping minority students.
The university retained 50.2 percent
of its students who came to the school
in 1989-90 and graduated in May 1993
- good for second in the state, according
to the IBHE report.

Minority retention rates were also
second best in state. Eastern retained 44
percent of its minority students in a
four-year period, according to The
Eastern Review, a university publication.
"The thing that impresses me about
Eastern is that students come in and stay
to graduate," said Shirley Moore, dean
of academic development. "When they
graduate, they still think they got a
terrific educational experience, and that
their positive attitudes are higher than

national norms."
The University of Illinois in
Champaign was first in the IBHE's
report. The U of I retained and graduated in four years 73.5 percent of its
freshman from 1989-90.
Eastern's minority graduation rate has
increased from 21.5 percent to 44
percent in the last 10 years, and the
number of degrees awarded to
minorities has also increased from 93 in
1985-86 to 140 in 1994-95.
See RATES page 2

After an hour-long debate, the Faculty Senate
Tuesday drafted five questions to clarify
misconceptions that came about because of the
hiring of Rita Holmes, faculty assistant in the
English language center.
Senate members will try to answer the questions
before next week's meeting in order to continue
debate and decide on any action they may take.
"I do believe there is a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
great deal of concern
(throughout the uni- • Senate questions
versity) with what the
training of student
Faculty Senate will do,"
said senate member Ron reporters
STORY page 5
Gholson. "I do not feel
closure, but I don't want - - - - - - - - - this to drag on."
The five questions drafted were:
• Was a consultant hired to give advice about the
Graduate College?
• Was Kathy Ford's status or salary altered before
she left last year as a part-time temporary in the
English as a second language area?
• Was international student adviser Brigitte
Chen's position altered as far as who supervises
her?
• At what time, and how was Graduate School
Dean Tom Gladsky involved in drafting the
description to the job his wife, Holmes, now holds?
• Is Homes' salary out of line with other
academic support personnel?
Senate member John Allison, who proposed the
See GLADSKY page 2

IEPA: Coles County air poses 'no health problems'
By SARAH DRURY
Staff writer
Charleston residents can
breathe easy knowing the air
quality in Coles County is better
than federal standards, according
to data collected by the Illinois
Environmental
Protection
Agency.
"The air is pretty good in the
middle of the state," said Julie
Nesposchlan, a spokeswoman for
the IEPA. "There are no health
problems to speak of at all."
The quality of the air is
determined by monitors that
measure the amount of airborne
pollutants, said Nesposchlan.
Pollutant levels must be below
Federal Air Quality standards for
air quality to be considered good.
"Federal Air Quality standards
are levels that the federal

• Following environmental
regulations has many benefits
STORY page 5
government
has
set,"
Nesposchlan said. "They are the
line between what is an
acceptable (amount of pollutant)
and what is not, between what is
healthful and what is not."
"Charleston is one of the
cleanest cities in the state," said
Vince Gutowski, geography
professor at Eastern.
In contrast with Coles County,
certain areas of Chicago, East St.
Louis and Granite City have
problems with air pollution,
Gutowski said.
The IEPA monitors six types of
pollutants, Nesposchlan said.
These are ozone, particulate

matter, sulfur dioxide, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and
lead.

According to 1994 IEPA
figures, none of the six pollutants
were found exceeding Federal Air

Quality standards in either Coles
or Champaign County, she said.
Within Coles County, only one
station to monitor the particulates
exists, Neposchlan said.
Gutowski has been in charge of
the particulate monitoring station
for Coles County since 1985.
According to the 1994 Illinois
Annual Air Quality Report,
particulates are the substances
suspended in the air that are less
than 100 micrometers thick, or
the diameter of a human hair.
Particulates can be a result of
burning fossil fuels, erosion of
soil by wind and farm machinery
or industrial processes.
Gutowski 's monitoring station
measures
two
types
of
particulates: total suspended
particulates, which are "all the
different sizes of dust carried by
See AIR page 2
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The national minority retention rate is
25 percent, said Johnetta Jones , director
of minority affairs.
Moore has done a retention study at
Eastern since 1980, which was originally
e stabli shed to improve retention and
graduation rates. Surveys were created to
examine student input on satisfactory and
unsatisfactory aspects of the university,
she said.
"A really important thing is to refine
(retention studies) enough to find the
cause and effect (of the rates) ," Moore
said. "We asked ourselves what are the
things in the university that are powerful
reinforces (to make students stay)."
Moore said her research has shown
that Eastern's intramurals program, residence halls and faculty members are
what have shown student satisfaction.
She said many students appreciate that
faculty members are readily available,
even outside of the classroom.
Other student concerns Moore found
in her studies dealt with personal safety,
athletic facilitation, study areas and
racial harmony.
She said after emergency phones were
installed between 1989 and 1992, the

GLAD SKY
consultant (hired for the Graduate
School) ... Ford's salary and status
was reduced ... and Chen was also
sensing tensions and placed under a
new supervisory line.
"(But) I don't want to make the
statement that these are facts ,"
Allison said. "These questions are
to diminish rumors and clarifY,"
"It surprises me that we as a senate ask more questions because we
are getting the same answers quite
consistently (about Gladsky ' s
involvement in Homes ' hiring)
without additional information,"
said Gary Foster, senate vice chairman.
Foster said most of the five questions do not even pertain to
Gladsky's role in the hiring of his
wife, nor the evaluation process of
Holmes.
"To sustain the issue uses the
senate as a platform for rumors and
innuendoes," he said.
"What is the remedy we want
out of all of this?" senate member

personal safety concerns went from 62
percent of the campus to 2 percent in a
three-year stint. After the student recreation center was constructed, athletic
facilitation dissatisfaction decreased
from 21 percent to 9 percent.
After Lumpkin Hall was built,
equipped with lounges and computer
labs, dissatisfaction decreased from 19
percent to 9 percent.
"We try to do something about the
problem areas," Moore said . "And of
course if students are more satisfied, students are going to stay."
Moore said racial harmony is still a
student concern and students are becoming less comfortable with the racial tenSion on campus.
Another retention factor at Eastern is
living in university housing, Moore said.
Residents of university owned housing
have been more likely to per s is t at
Eastern because they get more correct
information in a timely fashion , she said.
"E a stern mirrors national retention
rates," Moore said. "Women have higher
rates than men
and they are more likely to persist (in their education at
Eastern) than men."
00.

Moore said women are also more likely to get their bachelor's degrees than
men. More men go on to graduate and
professional studies for second degrees,
although that is changing, she said.
"You have to remember there are so
many different ways to calculate graduation and retention rates," said Julie
Abell, institutional research data coordinator.
Five-year graduation statistics at
Eastern, taken from the summer and fall
of 1983 until the spring and summer of
1989, are 54 percent. Six-year figures
taken from the summer and fall of 1983
until the spring of 1990, show 59.7 percent graduate from Eastern.
"Five-year and six-year rates are the
best estimate," said Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs.
He said since Eastern emphasizes its
education school, students interested in
teaching are required to spend an extra
semester in schooling.
Moore said Eastern has always been
second in the state for six-year retention
and graduation rates. A six-year period is
the national trend data and standard, she
said.

AIR

from page one

Jayne Ozier asked, referring to the
senate's discussion of unanswered
questions.
"We do not want nepotism on
this campus," replied Hal Nordin,
senate member.
Senate member Bill Kirk said he
was concerned whether the questions asked are relevant to the nepotism issue.
The nepotism issue arose after an
April 9 article in The Daily Eastern
New s reported that Gladsky's
involvement in the hiring of his
wife broke a university policy.
Gladsky signed a search committee's recommendation to hire
Holmes, which is a violation of
Eastern's policy on employment
and recruitment procedures on the
employment of relatives.
The policy states: "the employees who are related (shall) not vote,
recommend, or have any other part
in decision making regarding each
other's employment ... "
At the April 16 Faculty Senate

meeting, Acting Provost Terry
Weidner took blame for Gladsky's
involvement in the hiring of
Holmes. Weidner said he should
have never asked Glasdky to sign
the recommendation.
"Obviously something is wrong
if there is blame," Gholson said
Tuesday. "I don't think Weidner
can excuse what Gladsky didn't or
should have done
(Weidner)
can't explain away everything.
"It is not whether it is legally ethical , but perceptually ethical, "
Gholson said.
Questions were also raised about
how the applicant pool was formed
for the faculty assistant position in
the English language center.
Senate member James Tidwell
said advertisement for the position
included the University Newsletter,
The News-Gazette in Champaign,
two Internet news services for university positions and memos sent to
more than 270 colleges and universities nationally.
000

"Over time, a majority of our students
now take longer than four years to graduate," she said. "It' s continuing to go up
and I don ' t see that changing."
Factors include cost of education leading to full-time work, availability of
knowledge and difficulty of choosing
majors. Moore also said students are not
as much in a hurry to graduate, depending on the job market.
Other retention results from the IBHE
report include :
n Northern Illinois University has a rate
of 46.4 percent.
• Illinois State ' s retention has a rate of
43.9 percent.
• Western Illinois University has a rate
of 41 percent.
• Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville had a rate of 31.1 percent.
• The U of I at Chicago has a rate of
25 .3 percent.
• SIU at Carbondale has a rate of 22.1
percent.
Other schools with low retention rates
include Chicago State University, which
retains 6.6 percent of its students until
graduation, and Northeastern University,
which retains only 6.1 percent of its stu-

from page one - - - -

particulates, which are "particulates that are less than 10
microns in size."
The inhalable particulates
are worse for human health
than total suspended particulates.
Respiratory diseases, such as
asthma, bronchitis and emphysema, as well as heart attacks
and cancer, have been associated with high levels of inhalable
particulates.
Gutowski said Illinois houses 70 to 80 particulate monitoring stations and Coles County
reports some of the cleanest air
in the state.
Although Charleston's levels
of pollutants do not exceed federal standards, they are not
stagnant, Gutowski said.
"We get a big spike (in particulates) in early spring when
the soil starts to dry, and farmers start to plow," he said.

Thursday has been
the heaviest pollution day across the United
''
States."
-Vince Gutowski
geography professor
Soil moisture drops in May
and June in this portion of the
country, which causes the dust
from the fields to be kicked
into the atmosphere during high
winds.
Monitoring throughout the
coarse of a year has allowed
Gutowski to pinpoint peaks in
particulates down to specific
days of the week.
"Thursday has been the
heaviest pollution day across
the United States," he said.
These increases are caused by
factories cranking up their
emissions before the weekend,

4-foot-1 0, softspoken grandma makes name as champion powerlifter
WOODLAWN (AP) - Audrey Nobbe can
rack up some pretty heavy numbers: she
deadlifts 214.7 pounds, squats 181.7 pounds
and bench-presses 82.5.
But perhaps the most impressive number is
her age: she's a 72-year-old great-grandmother.
At 4-foot-10, the softspoken woman with a

halo of redblond curls looks more like a
church organist - which she is - than a world
champion powerlifter.
"Well, I enjoy it, and I'm doing it to keep
fit and be as healthy as I can at my age,"
Nobbe, who has set records in Senior
Olympics and Natural Athlete Strength
Association events, said Monday.

In three years, the 120-pound Nobbe has
set eight NASA American records and four
NASA world records in her age and weight
category.
Besides write-ups in Sports Illustrated and
Modem Maturity, she's been taped for NBC's
"Today" program and the Sally Jessy
Raphael show.

Nobbe is currently preparing for the
NASA World Cup competition in August by
training three times a week, 60 to 90 minutes
a session.
Nobbe has been involved in physical fitness since 1988, but she didn't consider lifting competitively until after her divorce three
years later.
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Reading, listening, preparing
essential for good journalism
Eastern alum, current
editor for Jet speaks
to students about
By SARAH WONG
Staff editor

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor

Dobie Holland, co-founder of the Minority Newsletter, now known as
Minority Today, gives students "12 Tips On How To Become A
Successful Journalist" Tuesday night in the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Dobie Holland believes students can become successful journalists ifthey follow 12 simple steps.
Reading, listening and preparing are just a few of the
tips Holland told about 30 students and faculty
Tuesday night during his presentation.
Holland, one of the founders of the Minority Today,
and currently the assistant editor for Jet magazine, a
Chicago-based weekly magazine geared toward
African-Americans, said students need to become
diverse readers so they can know what they are writing
about.
He also said students need to listen better and be prepared for what they report on.
"You need to know what you should know about the
subject and the person who you are writing about," he
said.
He also said to never make assumptions about
sources, adding that a journalist needs to have an open
mind.
Other tips were to appear professional, set aside time
to mingle with community and not to be afraid to write
about an unfamiliar subject.
Thinking globally and acting locally was more
advise by Holland. He said to take world news and

apply it to the community's interest.
He said this is one reason the Minority Today was
created. The publication allowed the black students to
have a voice on campus.
"When The Daily Eastern News and the city newspaper wrote about African-Americans, it was about
crime; but we wanted to tell the side (of AfricanAmericans that was) not being seen," Holland said.
Holland has kept a journal of his life, and said it has
made him a better writer. He said reporters will be better deadline writers and can better organize their stories
if they regularly keep a journal.
He also said having a writing mentor will help students become successful journalists. If the story does
not go well, he said to ask someone in the same field
how to improve.
Holland said his future goals were to publish his
own book and to be his own boss.
Working at Jet, Holland is assigned to cover mostly
sports stories. He said he was able to cover the Chicago
Bulls' 70th win, the Super Bowl in Arizona, a Mike
Tyson fight and may be assigned to the upcoming
Olympics in Atlanta.
However, he said he is no longer a sports fan
because he has seen too much of the business side of
sports. He found out that it wasn't a fun game any
more- just a money-making business.
So instead of covering sports, Holland said he enjoys
writing features about communities and people.
He gave an example of a six-year-old girl who had
been shot, burned in a fire and had lost both of her parents. Being able to bring the brighter side out of the
story was uplifting to him.
"I put her photo close by to remind me not to lose
my spirit even in a bad situation," Holland added.

AB selectively approves budget Senate taking third
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor

The Apportionment Board Tuesday voted to
approve of the Student Senate budget minus the
$1,000 senate members want to fund the Graduate
Student Advisory Council.
AB members voted 8-0-1 not to fund the council
and its semesterly publication, The Chronicle.
Tonight the senate will either approve the budget
without the additional $1,000, or send it back to AB
with recommendations.
"I think this whole situation has been a power
struggle between the Student Senate and the AB,"
said Matt Marvel, secretary of the council. "The
council is the little guy in the middle of all of this,
and we will be the ones who will suffer the consequences."
AB member Brittany Bluhm said she believes the
AB made the right decision because AB bylaws
state it can not fund recognized student organizations.
"The senate's constitution and the AB's bylaws
don't coincide," Bluhm.
Senate member Brian Anderson disagreed with
Bluhm, and said in the AB bylaws the board can
give money to the senate.
Anderson said the AB has always given money to
the senate, so it is not breaking its bylaws.

"The senate has given money to the council for
about four years, and we can't change that now,"
Anderson said.
John Davenport, dean of the graduate school, said
the council is looking for alternative funding for its
program, but the senate has the largest block of
money to fund The Chronicle.
AB member Jeanie Rzepka said she is disappointed with the way the meeting went.
"I talked to other AB members and they all feel
that the senate members present didn't listen to what
we had to say at all," Rzepka said. "I think what we
said went right over their heads."
Some AB members believed funding the council
would be against the board's concept.
Bluhm said the money the AB allocates is for all
of the students around campus and not just to a section of students. She said The Chronicle would only
go to the graduate students and not to the undergraduates.
"Through the entire debate, I heard the statement
that the graduate students are not valuable to the
university and this hurts me the most," said
Davenport. "This tells me that the AB doesn't feel
the graduate students are a part of this university."
Bluhm said the council should look into other
ways to fund The Chronicle. "I am really disappointed with this whole thing," she said. "The same
thing is happening again like last week."

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer

Celebration preparation
Matt Neville (left), a freshman computer management major, and Todd Huml, a sophomore chemistry major,
paint a part of the "Amphitheater" Tuesday afternoon in front of the Doudna Fine Arts Building. The
Ampitheater is part of an amusement park display for Celebration: A Festival of the Arts this weekend.

vote on budget issue
AB returning recommendation
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
Student Senate members
tonight will vote for the third
time on the Student Government
budget recommendation that
was returned from the Apportionment Board Tuesday.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Senate members voted last
week to send the budget back to
the AB to add $1,000 into their
budget to fund the Graduate
Student Advisory Council.
At Tuesday night's AB meeting, AB members voted 8-0-1
not to add $1,000 to the senate's
budget to fund the council.
The $1,000 would have come
from $2,000 left over from budgeting that the AB put into the
reserve account.
Senate Speaker Kevin Piket
said the senate's vote will
depend on whether a recount of
the graduate referendum on the
April ballot changes the outcome of the vote.
The referendum would have
added $1 to graduate students
fees to fund the graduate council. The first count of the votes
found that the referendum
failed, 94 yes votes and 132 no
votes.
"I'm curious to see what the
results will be," Piket said. "If
the council recounts the votes
and the referendum actually
passes, then the senate would
only have to fund the council for
one more year. But if the
recount comes out the same and
the referendum is really defeated, the senate would have to
decide if it should keep funding
the council in the future."

' ' ... If the recount
comes out the same
and the referendum is really
defeated, the senate would
have to decide if it should
keep funding the council in
the future."
-Kevin Piket
Senate speaker
In other senate business:
• The newly elected senate
members will be seated into
their positions.
"The people
who won the senate executive
positions don't take office until
July 1, which is the beginning of
the new fiscal year," Piket said.
• Senate members will elect a
new speaker of the senate and
nominations will be taken for
the awards of Senator of the
Year and Senator of the
Semester.
"Senate members nominate
who they think is qualified for
the award," Piket said. "If someone is nominated for the Senator
of the Year award, he or she has
to have been on the senate for
one year, and a senate member
has to have been on the senate
for one semester to be qualified
for the Senator of the Semester
award."
• Piket said the senate will
vote to approve him as director
of the student lobbying team for
the summer since Keith Ryniak,
the current director, is graduating.
"The senate has to approve of
me being named the director
before it can be finalized," he
said. "I am really excited about
the position and I'm going to
put a good amount of time in it."
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Committee is wrong
in advising students
not to take class
Academic freedom is an important part of higher
education.
However, an Eastern curriculum committee is
threatening this freedom by recommending that students not take professor Doug DiBianco's nonwestern music course.
The seven-member elementary and junior high
education curriculum committee unanimously
agreed to advise their students not to take the
course, as well as recommend all faculty make the
same advisement to their students.
While it is a faculty member's individual right to
advise students however he or she wishes, the committee should have never bound together in a recommendation against DiBianco - especially when
the members never contacted him beforehand.
"Without even talking to me, this seven-person
committee, which has no understanding of the context, decided they don't like what I'm doing,"
DiBianco said.
All the committee members signed a document
that stated "members of the this committee fail to
see how Dr. DiBianco 's frequent and extended
monologues on sexuality, sadism and masochism
reflect (the) announced subject matter. Nor do we
understand how the sources of information that
appear in the bibliography for the course relate to
non-Western music."
How could the members understand why certain
reading materials are used if they refuse to discuss
the matter with DiBianco?
The committee has made an unprofessional
move by taking action before doing its research.
The committee should have conducted a thorough
investigation before taking such harsh actions.
This recommendation destroys all academic freedom for both students and DiBianco.
Choosing a class such as DiBianco's is part of
the college experience that is needed. Classes that
go beyond the basics expose students to issues,
backgrounds and cultures that they would never see
except through class material.
DiBianco has seemingly done nothing wrong.
He has been cleared of any charges by Eastern's
administration and at a federal level.
The only thing wrong with this situation is the
committee's attempt to stop students from expanding their education and learning about non-Western

Edl.tOri•a}
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' ' today' s quote
Freedom from something is not
enough. It should also be freedom
for something.
-Zechariah Chafee, Jr.

Teacher should have freedom in classroom
Professor Doug DiBianco
should be commended; not condemned.
Starting in last Friday's edition
of The Daily Eastern News, a front
page article read: "Committee
Advises Students to Avoid
Course."
In this article, it was reported OMAR HEADEN
that "an Eastern curriculum com- Regular columnist
mittee unanimously agreed to recommend students not to take music
Professor Doug DiBianco's nonWestern music course ..."
Without even consulting Professor DiBianco, this "group"
decided they didn't approve of the content taught in
DiBianco's music 3562C course and would recommend students not to take his course.
I am writing to discredit this rhetoric.
It is of no surprise to me that this incident has occurred.
DiBianco has been a subject of criticism for a long time and
this situation was bound to occur sooner or later. Apart from
the ethical and legal implications dealing with the issue, it
bewilders me how this select party of seven (elementary and
junior high education curriculum committee) could make
such a serious and hasty decision offering only a handful of
comments for the press.
During my first year at Eastern, I enrolled in DiBianco's
music class. From the first week of class, I recall DiBianco
"warning" the class that some of the material he lectured
about was controversial and if there were those in attendance
without an open mind ... they might be enrolled in the wrong
class!
Nevertheless, I decided to take my chances.
I admit, at first, DiBianco's teaching of music seemed radical and unorthodox. I too, could not tie his "monologues on
sexuality, sadism and masochism ... " into the description of
the course.
But as the semester progressed and I began to open my
mind to new expressions of thought and sound, I started to
correlate music with other forms of expression. My point is
that close-minded individuals could never "survive" in one of

American flag stands
for freedoms granted
by the Constitution
Dear editor:
As a retired Navy man, I have been
to many ports in many different countries. The symbol of the United States
was proudly flying from every ship I
sailed. It was a symbol of freedom to
most of these countries. Most of these
countries do not enjoy our freedom. In
my opinion, the flag represents the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. All
citizens of the United States are free to
exercise their rights guaranteed by the
Constitution. In my opinion, if I do not
respect my flag, I do not believe I
could expect all of the rights that the
flag symbolizes. I feel very good when
the flag is raised or flown at various
events, and I stand and respect it. And
I would defend it from being damaged,
if necessary, to the best that I am capable of. I respect the rights of others to
exercise their rights as they see them
toward our flag. I also do not agree
sometimes with how the flag is treated

DiBianco's classes.
I am not a professor, nor do I
have a degree; but I am a college
((Professor
student with seven years of musical
background (marching band). I
DiBianco has a
found DiBianco's course material
'complete and not only relevant, but also informative.
expressive
I feel the problem dealing with
.
"
muszc course
this professor is that he is not confined to teaching what is "acceptable" to society. Despite criticism,
he continues to teach non-Western
music while incorporating pertinent social issues and ideological themes. DiBianco goes against the norms in order to
seemingly teach for enlightenment and not for a pay check.
Again, DiBianco should be commended; not condemned.
As I looked up the word music in Webster's New World
Dictionary, one definition that struck me described music as
"the art and science of combining ... especially as to form
complete and expressive compositions." But when I looked
up the word composition, I found that it can be defined as "a
work of music, literature, or art and an aesthetically unified
arrangement of parts."
Professor DiBianco has a "complete and expressive" music
course. Maybe his course is too "expressive" for some, but
"we" are here to learn about and adopt a greater appreciation
for things which we are ignorant of!
I feel that all of this "hype" about DiBianco is intentional.
No matter what the outcome of this situation, the damage is
already done. Whether DiBianco's course material is relevant
or not, students "in touch" with campus issues will be skeptical about taking any of his courses - illustrating a victory for
the "committee" and the students not ready to deal with
unspoken truths.
I realize that my opinion is only an "opinion," but I commend DiBianco for not being a part of the mainstream!
Also, I have not spoken with Professor DiBianco since I've
taken his course, I did not receive an "A" from him and I'm
not a music major.
-Omar Headen is editor in chieffor Minority Today

your turn
physically. And I would attempt to prevent other people from desecrating the
flag. I hope the people of this country
never have to find out what we would
lose if another nation should take us
over. The only rights we would have
would be a quick execution if we
voiced our opinion against the government of that country.
If people believe in prayer, to whoever they pray, it might be good if they
pray we never lose these rights, or the
symbol which represents these rights.

Jerry L. Cutright
SSW-Andrews Hall

Registration system
is too problematic
Dear editor:
I am one of many disgruntled students forced to put up with Eastern's
touch-tone registration system. The
idea behind the system is really rather
clever, but I don 't understand why student calls are not accepted by the touch
tone registration system even after the

hours the system is supposed to be
open. I was under the impression that
when all the phone lines are busy, the
student's calls should be put on hold
and then would be taken in the order in
which it was received. Students should
not have to spend an entire morning, or
even longer, just to register for class.
Many times students are put into the
unfortunate situation where they must
choose between attending class and not
getting registered for the classes they
need -or- skipping important classes so
they can try many times in vain to simply get registered for class. I don't
intend to be critical, because I am sure
the people involved with the touchtone registration are doing their best,
but I would appreciate a reply to this
letter addressing the concerns that
many Eastern students have regarding
the registration system that is now in
service. Maybe then, if there is no way
to improve the system we now have,
we students will at least understand
why our calls are not being taken
instead of just remaining in the dark on
the matter.

Andy Goodwin
Senior physical education major
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Faculty Senate
questioning
reporter training
at The News
Advisers invited
to meeting to answer
members' concerns
By JACKIE MCGRATH
Staff writer
NAOKO KOJIMA\Staff photographer

Happy meals
More than 80 students from the Arcola Elementary School eat lunch Tuesday afternoon at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union McDonald's before watching a play.

The IEPA equation: following rules
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Many businesses are finding out that following the
rules for environmental regulations can save money as
well as earn the trust of the
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency.
Peter Wise, the associate
director of the IEPA, Tuesday
discussed the agency's business relations to about 20 students and faculty.
He said of the more than
300,000 small businesses in
the state, about 100,000
require some type of safety
permit, which many businesses fail to obtain.
Many places do not get the

permits because of the hassles they may cause or
because of the high expenses,
he said.
"Some wastes are exceptionally hard to get rid of
because there are only a few
places in the United States
that will take them," Wise
said.
Some business owners
who refuse to follow regulations or order the permits are
going to jail and serving
time, Wise said. This is causing businesses to lose their
reputations with customers
and cause unnecessary
charges.
He said, therefore, many
industries have been finding
out it is cheaper to follow the

regulations than it is to take
shortcuts.
But if a business needs as
many as four to six permits,
it can be a tremendous cost,
he said.
The IEPA is willing to
make a deal with permitholding companies, Wise
said. If they follow the regulations, an inspector will be
sent out once every two or
three years instead of once
every year to cut expenses.
However, the day and time
will not be announced.
"We have a situation in a
lot of companies, not all
companies, but a lot of companies see themselves as
leaders in environmental protection and they are doing it

=$

for business," Wise said.
Larger companies are asking for such things as predictability to better understand the regulations and follow them and integration to
better incorporate the laws
into their businesses.
IEPA, which just celebrated its 25th anniversary, was
the first environmental organization in the United States,
and is still one of the leaders
in environmental issues.
"I'd say that we are way
up in terms of our programs,"
Wise said.
The environment is constantly being improved by
getting industries to continually improve their regulations, Wise said.

Campus unites to attack student apathy
By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor
A panel designed to try to fight student apathy will help encourage students to participate in campus events.
The panel will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Taylor Hall lobby.
Members of the greek community,
Residence Hall Association, National
Residence Hall Honorary, University
Board, Student Government, The Daily
Eastern News and Student Life will be
represented at the discussion.
Harvey Pettry, co-coordinator of the
discussion and resident assistant at
Taylor, said he hopes to educate stu-

dents and make them aware about how
to fight student apathy.
The idea for the discussion came up
when about 20 students showed up for
an event dealing with financial aid, he
said.
"What issue could be more important
than financial aid," Pettry said. "It just
made us think."
He said workshops about creating
resumes and doing interviews, which
are important topics for college students, also have low attendance.
He said students are also lacking concern for the environment and other current issues.
"Political involvement and awareness

is at its all-time low," Pettry said.
Pettry said possible issues to be dealt
with at the discussion include reasons
for student apathy, possible solutions
for leaders and population apathy.
Students with various backgrounds
will discuss their experiences with student apathy and offer suggestions for
other organizations on how to deal with
the apathy, Pettry said.
"The joke has been 'What if we have
a student apathy program and no one
shows up?"' Pettry said. "I wouldn't be
surprised."
Taylor Hall holds many programs
dealing with various current issues, on
and off campus, Pettry said.

The Faculty Senate Tuesday decided to invite
two journalism advisers to next week's meeting to
gain information on the philosophy of student
reporter training for The Daily Eastern News.
"A lot of concern has been generated throughout the year," said senate member Gail Richards.
"I would like to know what the philosophy for
student training is."
Richards recommended the senate invite John
David Reed The News' publication adviser, and
John Ryan, editorial adviser, to explain their roles
as advisers and the procedure for training
reporters.
Senate member John Allison suggested the senate also invite student reporters to make observations about their training process.
Senate Chairman John Simpson said, "It ' s an
open meeting. I can recognize (students who want
to speak)."
Senate member Ron Gholson asked if another
journalist could attend to give a different view of
journalism outside Student Publications.
Senate member James Tidwell, a journalism
professor who is not directly involved with The
N ews, said he could give the senate an overview
of journalism philosophies.
"The News is a co-curricular activity that is in
fact a public forum," said Tidwell. "The purpose
of the advisers is to advise and not dictate."
In other business at Tuesday's senate meeting:
• Allison requested that the senate next week
discuss the issue of the elementary and junior
high education curriculum committee recommending students not take music professor Doug
DiBianco's non-western music class.
"All of (the faculty are) affected by this issue,"
Allison said.
• Gholson and Tidwell met with the Staff
Senate liaisons regarding the renaming of the
BOG Room in Booth Library.
A recommendation was made to rename the
room after the late Dr. Francis F. Pollard.
Pollard was the assistant of Eastern's Library
Services in 1970 and in 1979 became the chair to
Library Services.
The recommendation will be sent to the Staff
Senate, for a vote of recommendation.
If it passes, it will be sent to President David
Jorns and from there to the Board of Trustees.
The president may then name a formal committee to rename the room.
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Pregnancy center spends $43,000 of savings on a house
Fund raisers,
advertising
ra1se money
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
The Crisis Pregnancy Center
in Charleston recently raised
$43,000 from friends and fund
raisers to help purchase the
house they have been located at
for the past seven years.
Chris Bugle, director of the
Crisis Pregnancy Center, said

most the money used to buy the
house at 914 Monroe St. came
from fund raisers and advertisements.
" We had several fund raisers
and we took out ads in the newspapers asking for donations ,"
Bugle said. "Keeping the public
informed of the fund raisers
really helped us raise the money
we needed."
Bugle said the center rented
the house from the Charleston
Community Church until a
recent fire destroyed the church,
forcing them to sell the home to
pay for the construction of a
new church.

"The fire forced the church to
liquidate all their property in
order to pay for the new church
to be built," Bugle said. "Until
the fire, the church only charged
us $1 a year for rent.
"We needed $45 ,000 to buy
the house, and we also need
$5,000 to put on a new roof and
to do a few other repairs," Bugle
said . " The church let us go
ahead and buy the house with
$43,000 and we are working in
paying them back the extra
$2,000."
Bugle said the center helps
local teenagers in crisis, about
85 percent of which are Eastern

students.
"Our main focus is to provide
accurate information and care
for teenagers with unplanned
pregnancies," Bugle said. "The
four options are parenting,
adoption, foster care and abortion. Every women wants to
make their own decision based
on the facts, not fiction. We just
provide them with accurate
information and the decision is
entirely up to them."
After they make their decision, the center also provides
help and counseling for them,
Bugle said.
"No matter what choice they

make, they are going to need
help , " Bugle said. "If they
choose parenting, they will need
maternity and baby clothes and
also baby furniture. All the
things we receive like baby
clothes and toys are from donations."
Bugle said the center also
gives referrals to physicians ,
financial aid and living assistance programs.
"We also try to prepare the
teenager for what it is really
going to be like to be a parent,"
Bugle said. "Some teens have a
false idea of what being a parents entails."

Candidate
banks on
•
expenence
at Eastern
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Administration editor

TETSUYA KIKUMASA!Staff photographer

Art analysis
Melinda Mcintosh (right), an art graduate student, answers questions from a graduate committee about her art Tuesday morning in
the Tarble Arts Center. Mcintosh created a combination ofpaintings and sculptures that will be displayed through April 28.

Library
changing
hours
Booth Library will extend its
hours from Sunday through
May 4 on a trial basis, said
Barbara Funk, administrative
aid to the dean.
Trial library hours include :
1:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Sunday; 8
a.m. to 1 a.m. Monday through
May 2; 8 a.m. to midnight May
3; and 9 a.m. to 8:45 p.m. May
4.
During finals week, library
hours will return to normal,
Funk said.
The library will be open from
1:30 to 11 :45 p.m. on May 5, 8
a.m. to 11:45 p.m. on May 6-9,
8 a.m. to 4:45p.m. on May 10
and from 9 a.m. to 4:45p.m. on
May 11.

Panel to focus on diversity
Event part of Cultural Awareness Week
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
A panel about multiculturalism and
diversity on campus will be held tonight
in conjunction with Cultural Awareness
Week.
The panel will be at 7:30 tonight in the
Taylor Hall lobby.
The Multi-Cultural Student Union will
sponsor the panel "Tossed salad or melting pot?" The panel will also discuss the
political ideology of multi-culturalism,
said Liz Steger, a member of the student
union.
"One of the main purposes is to express
the purpose of the Multi-Cultural Student
Union, what they strive to achieve through
activities and different panels, (and) to
dispel a lot of myths and mi sconceptions
about our purpose and the entire purpose
of multi-culturalism in itself," said Steger.
One panelist, Craig Eckert, a sociology
professor at Eastern, will lead the discus-

Tonight:

$1°0

Pints!

Leinie, Lowenbrau
Dark, MGD

NEED CASH?

Advertise your
unwanted items
in the Daily
Eastern News
and get results!

Thursday:

FREE SHOW!
The Suede Chain

w/ s . . . . . . .

SAT.

'-.7

IN THE DUNGEON
HELLO DAVE

509 Van Buren

345-2380

' ' We encourage anyone to come
and find out the need for multiculturalism here on campus .. ."
-Liz Steger
MCSU member
sion and will be joined by representatives
from the student union.
"We encourage anyone to come and
find out the need for multi-culturalism
here on campus and in our world," Steger
said.
The student union is also trying to get a
"peace pole" to campus. The pole will
symbolize peace at Eastern and worldwide.
The pole will be planted in a circle of
trees across the street from Lawson Hall
in University Court.
The pole will have "let peace prevail on
earth" inscribed on it in English, Spanish,
Swahili and Creole, and will be co-spon-

Mark Haines, the third of four candidates for
the director of alumni services position, said his
25 years at Eastern has given him the opportunity
to meet many alumni.
"It' s time for me, in this position, to rekindle
some of those relationships," Haines said. "There
are 53,000 plus alumns. It's time to let them know
that we would appreciate their support.
"I am excited that this university has given me
the opportunity for an education and profession,"
Haines said. "(The position of alumni service
director) is a new way to generate more of my
support for the university. It would be an exciting
new challenge."
Haines graduated from Eastern in 1978 and has
continued to work at the university after graduation.
"I've been here for 25 years," Haines said. "I
don't plan to leave. I sell the campus every day. I
don't do it because I graduated here or because I
work here. I do it because I love it here."
From October 1994 to the present, Haines has
been the director of special events at Eastern. His
office deals with commencement, Board of
Trustee meetings and other special events held by
the executives in the administration.
Prior to special events, Haines worked for 21
years with the university union. He was the director of arrangement for 11 years.
Haines said he hopes to increase participation
of alumni with students. He wants to implement a
program to get students and alumni to interact.
"I hope to involve more of our minority and our
non-traditional alumni," Haines said.
Haines said he wants the alumni service office
to communicate more with faculty, faculty chairs
and deans.
The director of alumni services reports to the
vice president for student affairs. The director ' s
primary responsibility is administering alumni
programs which include alumni activities for
homecoming, fund-raising, the alumni publication
and working with individual alumni chapters.

$ clecO:+ 0OOPS OFF
Tinted or Colored Contact Lens
Dr. Wm. G. Schubert &
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Student
to play
'pottery'

Adding credit hour
to language courses
on council's agenda
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Administration editor

mous support of the proposal.
The proposal has been
approved by the College of Arts
of Humanities curriculum committee.
"You find people on both
sides of the fence on this issue,"
Breidenbach said.
The foreign language courses
were four credit hours until 1991
when they became part of the
integrated core and were
changed to three credits.
"That has proven to be rather
disastrous," Breidenbach said.
"Most (foreign language)
textbooks are written for courses
that meet four days a week,"
Breidenbach said. "It is not possible to adequately cover the
material in three days a week.
Instructors either have to race
through the whole book or
progress at a more sane and
slower pace and not cover all the
information.
"Every modern-day language
text comes with a lot of cultural
information that instructors end
up skipping because they don 't
have time for it," he said. "We
don't have time to show students
the fun part of foreign language."
In other business, the council
will discuss adding two military
science courses for fall 1996.
The council will discuss
whether to add MSC 1005 , a
repelling course, and MSC 4400,
an independent study course.

A proposal to change the
three-hour foreign language
courses in the integrated core to
four-hour courses, which would
alter core requirements, will be
evaluated by the Council on
Academic Affairs Thursday.
The council will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. in the Arcola/
Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The proposal would change
the required classes from threecredit hour courses to four-credit
hour courses, making the courses meet four days a week, said
Mary Anne Hanner, council
chairwoman.
"It is pedagogically better to
meet four days a week instead of
three,"
said
Heribert
Breidenbach, head of the foreign
language department.
"The vast majority of all colleges and universities have firstyear foreign language programs
that meet four or five days a
week," Breidenbach said.
"Those that meet three days a
week are in the minority.
"There is a little bit of a cost
involved," Breidenbach said.
"The figure is about $10,000,
but that's not a lot. It would certainly benefit the students."
Breidenbach said the foreign
language department is in unani-

Senior to play
final concert
featuring
jazz and Latin

NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer

Dirty work
Joe Cobb, a Physical Plant roofing department worker, cleans the roof
of the Life Science Vivarium Building Tuesday afternoon.

An Eastern student will use an
unusual instrument in his fifth
and final concert - a clay pot.
John Martin, a senior percussion major, will perform his
senior concert at 5 p.m. today in
Dvorak Concert Hall located in
Doudna Fine Arts Building.
The concert will include some
Latin pieces performed to jazz
music, Martin said.
He will be performing
"Caribbean Fire Dance" by Joe
Henderson, "Autumn Leaves"
by Johhny Mercer, "Jitterbug
Waltz" by Fats Waller and
"Smatter" by Kenny Wheeler.
He will also play two pieces he
composed him se lf, "You Don't
Love Me," a jazz and vocal
piece, and "Udu Talk," a piece
using a Nigerian drum called an
udu, which is a clay pot he has
made especially for the concert.
Martin said he has performed
instrumentally for about 12
years and is a member of
Westcott Epperson and Company, a music performance group
which usually plays at Marty's.

'Watchers' meeting to control weight management problems
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Eastern's Weight Watchers chapter
will have a meeting Thursday to recruit
people who need help losing or maintaining their weight.
The meeting is at noon in the Board of
Governor's Room in Booth Library and
will allow those interested to register for
an 11-week membership beginning May
1.
There will also be a discussion about
several issues relating to weight loss ,

''

The meeting is open to faculty, staff, students and anyone else who is
interested in their own weight management."
- Lynette Drake, Health Services director

including how to defeat roadblocks, how
to manage weight when eating food prepared by others and how to deal with
emotional stress, said Lynette Drake,
director of Health Services.
The meeting is educational and supportive, Drake said. Some people will be
attending not to lose weight, but to learn
how to manage it.

"The meeting is open to faculty, staff,
students and anyone else who is interested in their own weight management,"
Drake said. " It's a good program."
Linda Darby, a life member of Weight
Watchers who has maintained her goal
weight, will be leading the discussion.
The program, which is co-sponsored
by Health Services and Eastern's Human

Resources Department, has been on campus for about 10 weeks and is in need of
new members in order to continue, Drake
said.
Currently 25 members, whose registration will soon expire, are enrolled .
Those interested must prepay $99 at
the meeting for a 10 week session.
Members will be given one free week.
Money from registration fees goes
toward educational products, such as an
eating-out guide, an attitude booklet and
a number of other educational materials,
Drake said.
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Services Offered
SAVE
ON
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE TODAY. Call Bill
Hall or Dan Castle at 345-7023 or
stop by at Hall Insurance, 1010
East Lincoln
4/24

Help Wanted
BRIAN'S PLACE. Help Wanted.
Apply in person. 234-4151
4/26

~E~A~S~T~E~R~N~~E~U~R~O~P~E~~JOBS-

Teach basic conservational
English in Prague, Budapest, or
Krakow. No teaching certificate or
European languages required.
Inexpensive Room & Board +
other benefits. For info. call: (206)
971-3680 ext. K57381
5/6
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I
N GPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
Bonuses! Call : 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57385
5/4
=p-:-:1z=-=z=-A:--::M-:-A-:-:-::K-=E-=R:-:-=W-:-:A:-:N-;:T=cE=D-p art
time. Apply in person after 4pm,
Pagliais Pizza 1600 Lincoln ,
Charleston .
:-7::::=-:::--::::=-:----:;:,----,---,,--4/2 4
USED CD 's The area 's largest
selection of used CD's, cassettes,
concert T-Shirts , and video
games. We buy, sell, and trade.
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st.
Mattoon. 234-3668
5/6
:-:N-:-A-:::T::-10::-:-:N-:-A-:-L---=c--=o:-:M-:=PA-:-:-:N-:--Y:-:-N=E ED
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS . High
income potential. No experience
required . For info call 202-3937723.
5/6
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for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps . Teach: swimming , canoeing , sailing , waterskiing , gymnastics , riflery, archery,
tennis , golf, sports , computers ,
camping , crafts , dramatics , OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance. Salary $1250 or more
plus R&B. Camp LWC/GWCC ,
1765 Maple, Nfld ., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
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D.J WANTED part-time. No
equipment needed- cash paid
daily 348-0288.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Adoption

Sublessors

Sublessors

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2 ,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World Travel (Hawaii ,
Mexico , the Caribbean , etc . )
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call1-206-971-3550 ext. C57385
4/25
:-:H-::E::-L-::P:-W;-:-;-;A:-::N-:-:T::-:E=cD=: -:cN:-::E:-::E:-:D=-=BUS INESS MAJOR TO FILL STUDENT
BUSINESS MANAGER POSITION .
Apply
at
Student
Publications, Gallery of the Union!
5/6
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TIME SUMMER. Drumtight
Painting . $6.50-1 0.00/hour.
Naperville/Western Suburbs. 800622-7871
;:-;,...-----,-:----:-:--:-:--5/6
Now accepting applications for
kitchen , wait , bar, ambassador.
Apply in person at Stix between 2
and 4 p.m. 345-7849.
4/26
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WILL BE IN CHICAGOLAND AND
NEED CASH, THEN CALL PAIGE
TEMPORARY, INC. THE OFFICE
SPECIALISTS. $6.50-12.00 PER
HOUR. Customer service, data
entry, reception , general office ,
accounting. Paige Temporary, Inc.
represents the major local companies with IMMEDIATE OFFICE
OPENINGS. Full time and part time
available. ELEVEN CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS: Downtown , Skokie,
Des Plaines , Vernon Hills,
Elmhurst , Lisle , Crystal Lake ,
Rolling Meadows, Elgin, Hinsdale
and Orland Park. Call Ms.
Campbell today for details: 1-800470-TEMP (1-800-470-8367)
5/6
:-:H-:-:1R=I:-:N-:::G-cR:ocE=cF=:R:oclc::G:-::E:-=RA:-=:T:::;O-::R:-C=REW.
Must work finals week 5/7 8-10:45
a.m. ; 5/8 1-3:45 p.m.; 5/9 3-5:45
p.m.; 5/10 11-1 :00 p.m. Heavy lifting required. Excellent Pay. Apply
in person to Sha Woodyard , Room
200 University Union between
Noon-4:30p.m. , M-F.
4/24
~EA-:-S:o:::T=:E::-:R::-:N-=-=sT=U:-:cD:ocE:o:N:-::T=:S~: L-=O-=:OKI NG
FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH
FLEXIBLE HOURS? WE HAVE
POSITIONS OPEN IN VARIOUS
AREAS: ACT. AIDES , HAB.
AIDES , PROGRAMMERS, PT OR
FT. $5.50-$6.80. APPLY TODAY.
73818TH ST. , CHAS. , IL. E.O.E.

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS:
CHARLESTON LUMBER IS
LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC
WORKERS NOT AFRAID OF
HARD
WORK!
WORK
INCLUDES DELIVERIES , YARD
WORK , AND CLEAN UP.
PLEASE APPLY AT 202 6TH ST.
NO PHONE CALLS. WAGE WILL
BE DETERMINED BY EXPERIENCE! MUST HAVE A VALID
DRIVERS LICENSE.
4/30
A"'L'A"S"'K"A........,.S"U"'M.....,M"'E"'R.----;=E'"M"'P"'LO YMENT-Fishing Industry. Earn up
to 3,000-6,000+ per month .
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience necessary! (206)971-3510 ext.
A57384

SURROGATE
MOTHER
SOUGHT to deliver baby to loving home. Please consider facilitating this joy. $13 ,000-$20 ,000
plus expenses paid. For information , call toll-free voice mail 1888-509-4907.

SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED
ED. Two bedrooms, AIC , close to
campus, Park Place-Call 3480937
4/26

SUBLESSORSWANTED. PARK
PLACE THIS SUMMER. THREE
BEDROOM. FURNISHED WITH
AIR CONDITIONING. RENT IS
NEGOTIABLE. CALL 345-4789

7

Wanted
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
LOOKING FOR EXTRA GRADUATION TICKETS for 1 :00. Please
call 345-9724-ask for Nick.
4/24
"'D. J'.'W.......-A.,N""T""E""D~P"'A'"R""T~-T""I'"M=E. No
equipment needed- cash paid
daily. 348-0288
4/24
"W"A"N"'T""E=oD...--:"'R"'O"O"'M........,M"A"'T"'E~,-,f~emale ,
University court , Own room .
Lease starts Fall ' 96. Call Traci
348-7865
5/6
"W~A~N~T~E"'D:: -.4-,G~R"A"D~U'A~T~ION

TICKETS FOR 5 P.M . SERVICE.
CALL SCOTT 581-2670.

Adoption
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
IF YOU DECIDE ADOPTION is
best for you and your baby,
please consider us. Loving ,
devoted , secure couple with
beautiful 5-year-old adopted
daughter eagerly seek infant to
join their family. Continuing contact, if you desire. Please contact
Rita and Jon through our
Adoption Advocate , 1-800-8524294, code #424681.
4/24
'Lo=ET""''"'S......,H,.E"L"P,....--;=E"'A"C~H.,.....,O"'Tr-'H E R
ADOPTION- Full time mom and
devoted dad can provide your
newborn with a loving warm
financially stable home filled with
joy and laughter. Financial assistance . Please call any time
Donna and Dennis 1-800-3144265.

Classified Ad Form
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone :

Student 0 Yes 0 No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad to read:

Roommates
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
NEED 1 FEMALE for house on
2nd street. Campus side, 185 mo.

Sublessors
All Lisa 348-1575
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
SUMMER ' 96.
Female
Sublessor needed . Park Place
Apts. Available Immediately $170
negotiable Call Drue 5595, leave
message
4/26
"'O,.N"'Eo-;=Fo=E"'M"'A'L"'E,...,S"'U,......B'LEo=S"""S""OR for
summer $150 per month . own
room , A/C , good location Call
345-4123
4/24
~s~unB'L~E~S~S"O~R,.N,.E~E~D~E~D~'FOR

THIS SUMMER , own room at
Atrium , pool , hottub, dishwasher.
Call 345-4127
4/26
2""
,3,-,'o"R~4','s"u"B"'L"E=-s"s"'o=R"S-needed summer '96. Large, 2 bdrm , 1
1/2 bath apt. Fully furnished.
$150/mo + utilities. Call 345-9724
4/25
2"---o4..----.S.,..U"'M'"M.,E=-R..-----S"U"B"'L"E"'S"S'O' R S
NEEDED for large 2 bedroom
Park Place Apt. Fully Furnished.
Call 345-4876
4/25
"N"'E"'E,.,D"'2.----.-P"'E"O"'P""L"'E--,f"o_r_s_u_m mer
and intercession at McAurthur
Manor. $210.00 a month . Call
348-8893
4/25
"'S"U"'B"L"'E""S"'S"'O"'R"S..--.N"'E"'E"'D"E,.,D"':.-La rge
2 bedroom apt. Right off the
square $250 Month Call Mark
348-8413
4/25
"'S"U"'M;o;M"'E""R"S"'U"B"'L"'E"'S"'S"O""R"'S--.N'"EEDED. 2 BR. A/C , furnished , close
to campus. Call 345-4869
4/25
"'O,.N"'E~S"U"'B'Lo=E"S"S"O"'R.---.-.N"'E"'E"'D:r=-E;D for
Summer. GREAT location-huge
balcony. Call 581-3764
4/25
=s~U"'M'"M"'E=oR"'9"6.--.---,1,.......B"'E""D~R""O"'O M ,
NICE , close to campus. $165/mo,
all utilities included . 581-3730

31 Opposite of
ACROSS
WSW
1 What hopes may
do
32 Liz Taylor's third
33 Surrendered
5 Word with code
35 Recede
or colony
10 Copied
38 Physique, briefly
14 Tours to be?
39lacking
15--Gay
spontaneity
1&Getalong
41 Display stands
17 Have-- - (the
43 Arab name part
poor)
44 Forty winks
18 First two of a
46 Conductor
short-story writer
Kurt
and poet
47 Drench
20 london area
21 Grounded ship's 49 Serving of
61-Across
helper
51 NBC newsman
22--Magnon
laueretal.
23 Jewish month
54 First two of an
24 First two of a
essayist
novelist
29 Put the ball in
sa Twist around an
play
axis

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

"'S"U'"M"M~E~R~S"'U"B~L~E~S~S~O~R~NurEED

ED : Studio Apt. at Lincolnwood
Pinetree. A/C and shared utilities.
Rent $225 o.b.o. Call Steve 3488583
4/26
"S"U"'B"L""E"S"S"O"'R.---.-.N"'E"'E"'D"'E~D'fLo~rs·um

mer ' 96. Close to campus. 3 bedroom Apt. Rent negotiable Call
Tricia 345-4781
4/30
"S"U""M'"'M"'E""R"S"'U"B"'L"'E""S"'S=o=R=s•N'"EEDED 2-3 people, Close to campus.
Furniture furnished. Cheap! Call
345-3518
4/30
"'S'U'"M"'M.....-.=E""R...--.,-;'9"6----S~U"'B"L"Eo=><S=-so· R S
NEEDED on campus , 2 bedrooms , washer and dryer. Please
call 348-1637.
4/30
~FE~M~A'L~E~S.,..U~B~LE~S"S"O"R'"'NrE""EDED

for summer 96. Own room, AIC , 2
bath, $135 per month. 345-5322

For Rent
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREEE.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS ,
PATIOS , BALCONIES , AIR ,
POOL , SUNDECK , CLOSE TO
CAMPUS . 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 3456000
5/6
"V""E"'R"'Y"LA-.-.R"'G,.;E~2"B~E~D""""R"O""O'"M.-apt.

3-4 people furnished. Garbage
disposal , dishwasher, central air,
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 3452363
5/6
"Mo::c"'A"'R"'T"'H'U,.,..,.R,-.,M"'A--.N,..,O~R-A"P"A"RT

MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments 12-month
lease 345-2231

cam us clig,;;.s___
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting. Today 5:30pm ,
Charleston/Mattoon Rm. T-Shirt money due!
UB HOMECOMING MEETING Tonite 9:30pm, Arcola/Tuscola Rm.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Active meeting. Tonite 6pm , Sullivan Rm.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Bible Study. Tonite 8p ,
Immanuel Lutheran Church .
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting. Tonite 6:30pm ,
Shelbyville Rm.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION Panel Discussion . Tonite
7:30pm , Taylor Hall.
MULTI -CULTURAL STUDENT UNION Bake Sale . Today 10-2 ,
Coleman Hall.
GREEK STANDARDS BOARD meeting. Tonite 9:30pm , Casey Rm.
ENGLISH CLUB meeting . Tonite 6pm, CH Lounge.
ENGLISH CLUB Poetry Reading. Tonite 10pm-2am, Rosies.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Communion. Tonite 9:30pm, Wesley United
Methodist Chapel.
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT final meeting. Today 5pm , CH225.
INDIGO play. April25, 8pm, Fine Arts Bldg.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT The Employment Interview:
What You Should Know. April25 , 4:30pm. , Charleston/Mattoon Rm.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass. Tonite 9pm , Newman Catholic
Center.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example : an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

59 Abu Dhabi's
land : Abbr.
60 wtss river
61 It's both grown
and eaten in
rows
&2 First two of an
essayist and
poet
&&Ambience
67 Resting on
&8 Three English
rivers
69 Artist Mondrian
70 Seabirds
71 Descartes and
Auberjonois
72 Ferrara family
name

s ·

DOWN
1 Intuits
2 "My Favorite
Year" star
3 First two of a
mystery writer
4 Motion's start
5 P.G.A.'s Calvin
6 Lived through
7Bean
8 Resembling
9 Tough-wooded
conifer
10 Still not sunk
11 Crony
1270's-80's pol.
cause
13 Lion's home
19 Send weapons
to
25 So-so mark
26 First two of a
novelist

27 Biblical
no-no
28 Tacks on
30 Paradise
34 Spanish queen
until1931
36 Breakfast's
partner
37 Ointment
39 Hankering
40 "0" to ham
operators, once
42 Winslow Homer's
'The Gulf
Stream," e.g.

45 Garden sphere
46 Daughter of
Minos
48 Noted Essen
family
50 King Arthur's
destination
52 Gunner's station

55 "Uh-huh"

64 Volume setting

53 Capitol body

65 Roman greeting

56 Double-walled
flask
57 Smelting waste
&2 Dodge pickup
&3 Had a bite

IWEDNESDAY
P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

APRIL 24

WTW0-2
News
NBC News

WCIA-3
News
Ent Tonight

WAND-7, 17
News
Wheel of Fortune

ESPN-24
SportsCenter
Baseball:Indians

USA-26
Wings
Wings

WGN-16, 9C
Family Matters
Newhart

WILL-12
Lehrer

LIFE-40
Commish

Fox-8 55
Roseanne
Simpsons

DSC-33
Beyond 2000
Next Step

WEIU-9 51
Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

TBS-18
Funniest Home..
Funniest Home..

Wheel Of Fortune
Inside Edition

Catch A Rising
Satr's 50 Anniv.

Ellen
Drew Carey

at Yankees

Murder, She Wrote

Sister, Sister
The Parent...

New Explorers

Unsolved Myst

X-Files

Wayans Bros
Unhappily/After

Symphony of

Movie:

Kindred : The

Little House on
the Prairie
Bonanza

Movie

Movie:

Emperors of
Antartica
Invention

Embraced
Baywatch

Next Step
Planet of Life

Country Music
Awards

Grace Under Fire
The Faculty
Picket Fences
News
David Letterman

Prime Time Live
News
Nightline

News
Basebaii:Cubs
at Padres

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Sorrowful Songs
Great Performances
... Served?
Movie

Unsolved Myst

MASH
MASH

Next Ste~
Beyond 000

News
Are We On?
Mot01week
Movie

Movie:
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I

Better
Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Not valid w/ any other offer. Expires April 24, 1996.

I

L-----------------~

r-----------------,
1 XL 1 Topping Pizza

1

1

i

$950

i

Dr. Wm. Schubert M.D.I
Oph talmologist
and
I
Robert Blumthal
Optometrist
160 S. Reynolds Dr.
Charleston, IL 61920
Office Mgr. & Optician
Karla Schubert
(21 7)348-0221

-------,I
$4()00 :

I
I
1 Complete 1
1Eye Exam 1
I
I
I
I
Expires 5/15/96
.J
.....

_________________...... _______ ------I

I

.._348-8282

Ros1e's
Fantas
I

tic

+Tax

I

I

I

I

L-----------------~

Comedy Night
Thursday
Dining Music
Thursday, Friday, &
Saturday
1/2lb Hamburgers
Giant Chicken Wings

Delivery 348-8055

~ft&?\i!\. :

-------,
soeorr I
.A.:a.y
Sa:a.d,..icb.
...,.., iib.is

.._

--------:;-,
$2 OFF
All Haircuts

(formerly Studio 3)

Walk-Ins
Welcome

345-

--------.

$5 OFF

I
:
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
Chemical
Services
________
!.J1

ALPHA
PHI

I
I
I
- I
CO"'1pO:D.
I
I Excluding Junior Sandwiches I
Expires April 30,1996
I
I
Open 24 Hours
703 W. Lincoln
Congratulations on
I
I
.._________. . _ - - - - - - - .J .....____________________.
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Twisters not unexpected
Experts say tornadoes not unusual for spring
By The Associated Press
Don't be alarmed by the sudden spate of
tornadoes in Illinois, but don't be surprised,
either.
"Give or take three or four, right around 35
tornadoes occurred Friday night in Illinois,"
said meteorologist Paul Merzlock of the
National Weather Service in Chicago. In that
single night, Merzlock said, the state got more
tornadoes than the average for an entire year:
25.
But he and other experts say that night of
twisters offers few clues about the potential
for similar storms for the rest of the spring.
"It was just a cycle that happened to be
there," said Dr. Ted Fujita, a tornado
researcher at the University of Chicago who
invented the Fujita scale for measuring the
strength of tornadoes.
"This particular outbreak, I think it's unusual, all right. But nobody can predict whether it
continues or not.
"There's no guarantee that it won't happen
again, but there's no guarantee that it will,
either."
One person was killed and more than 70
were hurt in Friday's twisters, which hit cen-

tral Illinois hardest. In the Champaign County
town of Ogden, 150 homes were destroyed or
badly damaged.
And 460 homes were destroyed or damaged in Decatur and nearby Harristown, as
well as 25 businesses, schools and churches,
officials said.
Ten or 11 tornadoes were reported in
Southern Illinois and seven more were spotted
in northern Illinois and northwestern Indiana,
Merzlock said. Damage from those twisters
was limited.
Gov. Jim Edgar went to Ogden on Tuesday
to say he would seek a federal disaster declaration for Champaign and Macon counties.
"I've come to Ogden not to see the destruction from last Friday, but to see the recovery
that's under way," Edgar told about 100 residents gathered in a small park near the center
of town.
The town was filled Tuesday with orange
state dump trucks hauling away debris and
more than 100 inmates from a prison work
camp in Paris who helped clear streets, parks
and yards.
"This maybe, if nothing else, was an awakening that things can get really wild here in a
very short time," Merzlock said.

House approves mandate
amendment for the ballot
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The Senate on
Tuesday advanced a proposed constitutional
amendment designed to lessen the chance that
state lawmakers will force costly programs on
local governments.
Enough House Democrats are expected to
join Republicans to give the anti-mandates
measure enough votes to land on the statewide
November ballot.
However, a controversial proposal to give
parents the constitutional right to direct the
upbringing and education of their children
was never called to the Senate floor for debate
Tuesday.
"I don't think it had enough votes," said
Senate President James "Pate" Philip, a supporter of the parental-rights measure.
The Wood Dale Republican said he doubted it would resurface during the remainder of
the spring session, although sponsoring Sen.
Patrick O'Malley, R-Palos Park, said he was
rounding up support.

The measure barely got out of the Senate
Executive Committee last week, with members of the GOP leadership team indicating
they had reservations about its ambiguous language.
The parental-rights measure would put one
sentence in the Constitution declaring: "The
fundamental right of parents to direct the
upbringing and education of their children
shall not be infringed."
Supporters argued that the amendment
would give parents better standing to challenge topics or methods of instruction in public schools.
The Senate also rejected proposals to make
it more difficult to raise taxes and to change
the way many judges are chosen.
The amendment to curb unfunded mandates advanced on a 42-15 vote. It was sponsored by Sen. Frank Watson, R-Greenville,
and won the support of 32 of 33 Republicans
and 10 of26 Democrats.

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer

Carried away
Edward Moll, a zoology professor, carries an alligator snapping turtle, which was captured in 1970 in Louisiana, Tuesday afternoon while cleaning the turtle's bucket in the
Life Science Vivarium.

Dole suffering from 'spring funk'
By The Associated Press
Pennsylvania's presidential primary was
little more than an afterthought Tuesday as
Bob Dole struggled to end a spring funk that
has exposed Republican doubts about the
nominee and disagreements over broader
election strategy.
Dole clinched the nomination by winning
25 consecutive primaries in March, leaving
little drama for the presidential contests in
Pennsylvania and the 11 states with primaries

PLACE: GRAND BALLROOM
TIME: 8:00PM
$1 EIU STUDENTS
$) GENERAL PUBLIC

still to come. Only Pat Buchanan remains an
active challenger to Dole, and he is not campaigning in the remaining primaries.
Yet on a day when Dole expected another
big, if anticlimactic victory, a senior adviser
summed up the mood of Republicans this
way: "It's ugly out there." Indeed, it was
House Speaker Newt Gingrich who went so
far as to use the term "funk" - a word
President Clinton offered not too long ago
when he was trying to explain his own political troubles.

"This San Francisco-based
group plays Alternative
rrusic, with a focus on
trelcx:lic guitar rock
with vocal ha:r.monies."
Greg
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Subway shooter must pay victims
NEW YORK (AP)- Twelve years after he shot four
black youths on a subway train, Bernhard Goetz was
ordered Tuesday to pay $43 million to the one left paralyzed by his fmal bullet, the one he told: "You don't
look so bad, here's another."
The Bronx jury of four blacks and two Hispanics
deliberated 4 hours before ruling unanimously that the
white subway gunman, who was portrayed as a murderous racist during the trial, had acted recklessly and
without justification in shooting Darrell Cabey, now
30.
The jury awarded Cabey $18 million in compensatory damages and $25 million in punitive damages.
Cabey had sought $50 million.
The chances of Cabey ever collecting are slight.
Goetz's notoriety and legal bills have left the 48-yearold self-employed electronics expert with little money.
But Cabey's lawyer, Ronald Kuby, said the jury's
decision "sends a message to all racists with guns who
think young black lives are worth nothing - they're
worth a lot."
The verdict came nine years after a criminal trial in
which a mostly white jury acquitted Goetz of attempted murder and convicted him of illegally possessing a
gun. He served 8 months in jail.
Neither Cabey nor Goetz was in the courtroom for
the verdict; Goetz reportedly took the subway home.
Goetz's lawyer, Damay Hoffinan, said he wouldn't
appeal. Goetz planned a Wednesday news conference.
Cabey's mother, Shirley, told The Associated Press
in a telephone interview: "I just want people to know,

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer

Warming up
Students walk in front of the Lumpkin Hall's windows Tuesday afternoon. Cold temperatures Tuesday morning made it to the 60s in the
afternoon.

Chernobyl area on fire
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) - Fire
raced through deserted villages
around the Chernobyl nuclear
plant Tuesday, sending windwhipped radioactive particles
skyward 10 years to the week
after the world's worst nuclear
accident.
Monitors flown in helicopters
over the area of the fire recorded
only a slight radiation increase,
said Nikolai Komshensky, a
spokesman for Ukraine's nuclear
regulatory agency.
"We see no reason to be concerned now," he said.

MONEY'S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

GO OUT?
YOUR
LANDLORD'S
BEGINNING TO

SCREAM &
SHc:»UT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT

YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE

DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY

FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812

Plant officials said the fire
posed no danger to the Chernobyl
plant, still in operation a decade
after a reactor exploded, killing
at least 30 people outright.
Another 5 million people were
exposed to radioactive fallout,
mostly in Ukraine, Belarus and
Russia.
No injuries were reported in
the fire, which burned several
acres before being put out after
about 7 hours. It was not clear
how much damage was done to
the villages, officially off limits
since the plant disaster.

Church will not ordane gays
~
'

DENVER (AP) - Responding
to a recent break in their ranks,
the United Methodist bishops
Tuesday affirmed the church's
opposition to homosexuality and
the ordination of gays.
The 67-member Council of
Bishops acknowledged at a meeting of the church's General
Conference that there are serious
differences on the issue within the
8.5 million-member denomination, the nation's second-largest
Protestant denomination.
But in a statement adopted
unanimously, the bishops said
they are committed to following
church law banning gay ordinations and declaring the practice of
homosexuality to be incompatible
with church teaching.
The statement came less than a
week after 11 active and four
retired bishops, declaring it was

GOOD? DAYS AWEEK
I
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Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza
with One Topping for just
$8.95 for a 16"
One Topping Pizza

S:
,;.

I

2nd One Topping
Pizza for just

1

:

time to "break the silence," said
they personally oppose church
policies condemning homosexuality but would continue to obey
church law.
Bishop Woodie White, council
president, said the statement
issued Tuesday was an attempt to
assure others that "as bishops of
the church we will unequivocally
uphold the teachings and discipline of the church."
The General Conference sets
church policy for United
Methodists, though the bishops
have great weight in the process.
Also, each bishop appoints minis-

345-7849

ters to churches and is responsible
for administering church discipline.
Bishop Melvin Talbert of San
Francisco, one of the dissenters
last week, said Tuesday's statement gives hope to homosexuals
by recognizing the church is
divided on the issue.
"At least there's open dialogue
and discussion on an issue where
there had been silence before," he
said.
A leading conservative group
called the statement "woefully
inadequate."
"We were really hoping for
more candor, that the bishops that
were angered by the 'Denver 15'
... would be equally courageous
to express to the church their own
convictions," said the Rev. James
V. Heidinger, president of the
Good News movement.

345-7849
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the world to know, my son did not do anything to
(Goetz). He was just sitting there. It wasn't a money
matter. I want the world to know my son didn't do anything to that man."
In closing arguments, Kuby cited remarks Goetz
made about the four youths that he "wanted to kill
them all" and "could have gouged their eyes out."
Kuby said: "It is as damning a chronicle as one
could ever have ..... How much more proof do you
need?" His voice rising, Kuby said: "I don't care how
much you award in punitive damages. Bankrupt him.
Make sure he never enjoys life as a rich man. Make
sure if he wins the lottery, Darrell Cabey wins the lottery."
Hoffinan reminded the jury that Cabey was quoted
in a 1985 newspaper interview as saying that his
friends were about to rob Goetz because he "looked
like easy bait." Hoffman admitted that Goetz's own
words "damned him tremendously," including his
remark that Cabey's mother should have had an abortion and his reference at a community meeting in 1980
to "spies and niggers."
"He's a nerd, a geek, a peckerwood, a cracker,"
Hoffinan said of his own client. But Goetz was "not
some cool, calculating racist," just a frightened man,
the lawyer said.
The subway gunman case held national attention for
more than a decade, making Goetz a symbol of the
nation's twin obsessions: race and crime. The National
Rifle Association donated $40,000 toward Goetz's
legal expenses.

Good 7 Days a Week on Carry-Out & Delivery
through Mays. 1996 at: Charleston • 909 18th Street
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5 softdough breadsticks with tomato sauce

:

YOUR N\ON\ \NANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIN\N\Y JOHN'S
© COPYRIGHT 1993 JIN\N\Y JOHN'S INC.

,•

classified adVertising

.•

SAVE ON MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE TODAY. Call 8 111

lid or Dan Callie at 345-7023 or
stop by at Hall Insurance. 1010

East Uncoln

4124

Help Wanted

~
Help Wanted

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING·
Eam up to S2.000+/month WOI1c·
IIlii on Cl\IIM ShiPs or Land-Tour
~ Wor1d Travel (Hawai.
Mexico. !he Caribbean . etc.)
Seasonal and full-tune employ·
mant avatlable No expenenca
necessary For more tnlormallon
call1·206-971-3550 axt. C57385

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS:
CHARLESTON LUMBER IS
LOOKING FOR ENERG1:TIC
WORKERS NOT AFRAID OF.
HARD
WORKI
WORK
INCLUDES DELIVERIES, YARD
WORK. AND C LEAN U P.
PLEASE APPLY AT 202 6TH ST.
NO PHONE CAL.LS. WAGE WILL
BE DETERM INED BY EXPERI·
ENCEI MUST HAVE A VALID
DRIVERS UCENSE.

4125

BRIAN'S PLACE Help Wanted.
~.,person. 234-4151

:H-:-=:
E-:L::P-:-W
::-:-A
.,..,N
" "T
=-E
=-o
=-:-N
::-:-::E=E=
o -=
B USI·
NESS MAJOR TO ALL STUDENT
••
4.~
) BUSIN ESS MANAGER POSI·
EASTEAi\1 EUROPE JOB S·
TION
Apply
at Student
Teacn bastc conserv.at tonal
f>Ldcabons. Galery ol lhe Union!
English 1n Prague Budapest or
5.6
Krakow No teaching certificate or
G=-=
R=E"'
AT
: -::
E:-:M-:-:P::-:L-:0::-:Y-:-:M
""E
=cN
::-:-T=-:F::-:U LL
European languages requtred.
TIME SUMMER. Drumught
lne•penstve Roorn & Board ...
Patnllng
$6.50· 10 .00/hour.
othef benefits For •nfo call (2061 NapeMIIe/Westem Suburbs. 8009" 1·3680 ex1 KS7381
622-7871

_ _ __ 56

N ATIONAL PARKS HIRING·
Poslltons iue now avatlaole at
NaDOnal Pants. Forests & Wtldhle
Preserves Excellent oenehts +
Bonuses• Call: t-206·971·3620
ext NS7385
~4

_. ..,.--------..,. _ _516
Now acceptmg apphc:atlons lor
kitch en. watt. bar. ambassador
Apply tn person at St1x between 2
and 4 p.m. 345-7849
4126
S~
U~M
~M
7.E
~R
=--=
s-=
R-=
E~
A~
K~
~S~
$~1~
F YOU

Manoon 234-3668
~~~~~~~~~~6

WILL BE IN CHICAGOLAND AND
NEED CASH. THEN CAll PAIGE
TEMPORARY. INC. THE OFFICE
SPECIALISTS. $6.50-12.00 PER
HOUR. Customer servtce. data
entry. reception, general office.
accountJng Pf!l9a" T~ry. 'Inc:.
representS the rNijor local compan18S wllh IMMEDIATE OFFICE
O PENINGS. Full time and part
ume avatlable. ELEVEN CONVE·
NIENT LOCATIONS: Downtown.
Skoloe. Des Plalnes. vernon Hills,
Elmhurst. Lisle, Crystal Lake,

T7ZJ

and Orland Par!.~, Call Ms.
Catr¢ell today lor',&taJis: 1-8()0:
4 ~TEMP (1-800-4ro.8367)

-

PI ~..\ MAKER WANTED part
ttme Apply •n person alter 4pm,
Paghats Ptzza t600 lmcoln .
Charleston.

4'24

USE =
[)-:C=-:0
=-:'~sr.::::c~
at
-ea.
--:-,~-:--:fa rgest
selection of Used CO's. cassettes.
C'lncert T-Sh trts and vtdeo
games We buy. sell. ctnd trade
Mu&e exchange 5 12 N. l~h st
NATIONAL COMPAN Y NEED
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. H igh
mcome porenllal. No exp41rience
requ~red. For mfo call 202·393·

~
c
=-:A-:M:-::P:--=
c-=
o-=u,.,..N""S""E~L-=
o"=R:-:S:-wanted
lo r private M ichigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swim·
tninn ,...nt-.nn sailing wate-'-·

,_,,,

.

-~--,..

,_...

tng, gymnastics. nllery. archery,
tennis. golf. sports. computers,
camping. crafts. dramatics. OR
riding. Also kil<:hen. office. maintenance. Salary $1250 or mo re
plus R&B. Camp LWC/ GWCC.
1765 Maple, Ntld.. ll 60093. 708446-2444.

Rolling Meadows. Elgin. HNdale

deity~-

----~----------~---

A57384

FT. $5.50-$6.80. APPLY TODAY.
738 18TH ST. CHAS.. IL E.O.E.

------------------~

Name: __________________________~I___
Addrnss: _____________________________
Phone:______________Student

0

Yes 0 No

Dates to run - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

IJ.:t

NEED 1 FEMALE lor 1\ouse on
2nd street. ~side. 185 mo.
All Usa 348-1575

LINCOLNWOOD PIN£14\&t:.
FURNISHED APAifruetne
PATIOS. 8ALCONJE8.POOL, SUNDEC?!<.\. ClOSE. TO
'CAMPUS. 2.-/l"l" MAIN'TE·
NANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-

Sublessorl

""
vERY=""'LAAG
:-::.=""e:-:2""'BE==-OROOM~=-~~

-----------------~'
SUMMER ' 96. 1 Female
Sublessor needed. Park Place
Apts. Available lmrnedlalely $170
negotiable CaH Drue 5595, lee¥e

Wanted
LOOKING FOR EXTRA GRADlJATION TICKETS lor 1:00 Please

ca11 345-9n4-ask tor NidL

message

4126

o""""
N-:::E-.
F""E""
M""A.,..
L;E""'
S,..U""'
S""
LE
""SSOR=;:.; for
summer $150 per month. own
roo m . AJG. good location Call
345-4123
.

4124

~D~
.J~
.W
~~
A~
N~T~
E~D~P~A~R~T~
-T~I~M~E . No

equipment needed· cash pa1d
dally. 348-0288

S UBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
T HIS SUMMER, own room at
Atrium. pool, hottub, dishwaahet.
Call 345-4127

-~~~-~~~~~~6

2.3 . OR 4. SUBLESSORS needed summer '96. large. 2 bdrm. 1
112 bath apt. Fully furnished.

~-=~-=~~~==-~

WANTED: 4 GRADUATION
TICKETS FOR 5 P.M. SERVICE.
CALl. SCOTT 581·2670.

StSOimo . utilities.. CaD 345-en.c
4125
2--4 '""s,_.u,....M=M~E=R
~
S~
u=
eL~
ES
~S~ORS

----------------~'

NEEDED for large 2 bedroom
Pari( Place Apl Fully Furnished.
Call~7.@ .

Adoption

call 348-1637.

=FEMALE=""',...,...,.,,..,SOBlESSOR""'=""='==""'N..,.,E:-d.~

tor~ 96.

4126

~

.

&'8

~peqp~. Ga

~ 10 mo.

,....ogas::

2383

"5.'8

M2ARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS Now Laning tor ,96-97
achool ~r. Two be«Sroom fut·
nlahed Aoartmen~ 12-month·

..... 345-2231

·

' .

ii&

u

cain12us clips

.,

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Buslneaa me.eting. Today 5 :30pm,

Chanes1oo/Mattoon Am. T..shirt money duel
u8 ttOIIECOIMG IIEE11NG Tome 9:90pm. Arcola/Tuaoola Am.
·ALPHA PHI OIIEGA Ac1ive meeting. Tonie& 6pm, Sullivan Am.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHif Bible Study. Tonite 8p,

lrnmanuell...ulhel'an Church.
IIUI,.Tt..CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting. Tonlta 8 :30pm,
SheiJyville Am.
MULn-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION Panel Dlacusalon. Tontta

=J~~L STUDE~. UNIQ~)~.#,i~j-W ~r,;

T~ ~(!~=t{;

GREEK 8TANDAAD8 BOARD meeting.
EHQUIH CUIII maellng. Tctllte 6pm, CH Lounge.

.

-

ENGL..-H ClUB Poelry RMdlng. Tonlte 10pm-2am, Roelea.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Comnullon. Tonlte 9:30pm, ~ UnMed
MMhodlat CNpel.
MODEL LUNOI8 ~ llnal meeting. Today 5pm, CH225.
INOIQO ptey. Apr\125, 8pm, Fine Alta Bldg.
CAREER PLANNING a PlACEIIENT The Emplovment Interview:
What 'You Should Know. Apr\125, 4:30pm., Char1eetcWMalto Am.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CSfTEA Mass. Tonlte 9pm_, Newman catholc
Canter.

""""="'=-="~===-=,.,4125

car

Own room, NC, 2

bath, $135 per month. 345-6322

4125
=-:*':--:
LE"'ss=OR=s=-N
,..,.E""E=-=o
""E==o""":....,.
Large
2 edroom apt. Ri ght off tfia
square $250 Month Call Mali(
348-8413

----------------~

devoted dad can provide your
newborn w i th a lovi ng warm
financially stable home filled with

=su,...,,M""'M=-='='ER~'9""e,....,s=u=B=L-=E=ss:-:~
NEEDED on campus, 2 bed·
rooms. Wll8tw and dryer. Please

and intercession at M c Aurthur
Manor. $210.00 a month'. Call

jov.lauQb&et .~.....

~~~~~~~u~~~ ~HaE,:

6000

N~E=
E =o~2~P=E=o=P~L=E~t~o-r-su~m~r

SUMMER SUBLESS0RS NEEDED. 2 SR. NC, furnished, cloee to
C8IJ1)US..
345-4869
4125
ONE SUBLESSOR NEEDED' lor
Summer. GREAT locatfon·huge
balcony. Call581-3764
.
~
· 4125

'

AiR,

~~~~~~~=-~4

-~~==-===~~~~4124

WANTED: ROOMMATE. female.
Un1vers1ty court. Own room.
lease starts Fall ' 96. Call TraCJ
348-7865

~ NOTE; ~ Clpa - run ltM o4 dlalge ONE MY ONLY 191
lt'f !l!!Q:(!(QIIL IXII!YI MJI""Z'ZIooeo..._ AI Cllpl should be aubmiUed to
The Ody E..Nm IMw8 otflca by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
~TE OF EVENT. ~: an _.IChaduled_kif 'Ttllndey lhould be submitted u a~ Clip by NOON Wedr.-.y. (Thuc'Dy le ~ lof
Rlday, Saturday~~_,.,) Clips IUbmltted AFTER DEADI . . .

tanc e . Pliaiie' calT' ari'Y"IIhle -· su~n~"'~ wa~~~-Wilbe t.~a~n by phone. ~i£.c
Donna and Dennis 1-900-31 -'·
NIC'E;'ebWI1o c!illtiPlla-'1~.
lllaOII"i . _ . ~r,_,1 v.t&.tNOT BE..RUN. Cllpa mav..be
4265.
all utilities lncluc:led. 581-3730
edltlld tor available space.

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form

cal 101-free ~ mai 1-888':5084907.

516

:-:::-:=....,.....,;:::--;--;::--::.....,-;:;,...-=4124

4124

thla joy. $13,000·$20,000 plua
expenses paid. For lnfofJnation.

MENT·Fishing Industry. Earn up
to 3,000·6 ,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
MaleiFemale. No experienoe necessary! (206)9 7 1·351 0 ext.

Noon-4:30p.m.. M-F.

EASTERN STUDENTS: LOOKING
FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH
FLEXIBLE HOURS? WE HAVE
POSITIONS OPEN IN VARIOOS

MOTHER

4130

HIRING REFRIGERATOR CREW.
Must wOOl finals week 511 8-10:45
a.m.: 518 1-3!45 p.m.: 519 3-5:45
p.m.: 5110 11-1:00 p.m. Heavy 11ft.
109 required. Excellent Pay. AW'I
In
Sha ~w4 Room
person to
·"""'7-w•
200 University Union between

516

SURROGATE

SOUGHT to~ t.bV to IIMng
home. Pleue consider "" 1' X liD

7 7
A
~LA S~
K7
A'S~U~M
~M
~
E~R~E
~M~PLOV·

IF YOU DECIDE ADOPTION is
best for you and your baby,
please consi der us. L oving.
devoted, secure couple with
beautiful 5- year-old adopted
daughter eagerly see.k infant to
join thei r family. Continuing contact, it you desire. Please contact
R ita and Jon through o ur
Adoption Advocale, 1·8Q0-852·
4294, code 1424681.

~~~~~~~~;'~'

D &JANliA . p-"'·lirne.·
equipment needed- cuh patd

........

----------------·~---

11 Have

11

• • Abu Dhabi's
WSW
land: Abbr.
u Uz Taylor's third • Swiss river
a Surrendered
11 It's both grown
• Recede
eaten In
• Physique, briefly a Fnt two of an
• Lacking
essayist and
spontaneity
poeC
41 Oiaptay stands
• Ambience
41 Arab name part 17 Resting on

11 Opposite of

1 What hopes may
do
1 Word wtth code
or colony
10 Copied
14 Tours to be?
11 - - - Gay
11 Get along
(the

=~of a

:!.

.. Forty winks

short-story wriW . . Conductor
end poet
Kurt

•at Grounded
London.,...ship'e •

47 Drench

h!llper

(4. . .,....,..

~

,,~

~ ·~~·
· MFirlttwo of a
ncMIIIt

• Nthe t.llln
pllly

s.Mngcl

"' .J~oee
t•t..et
~
, . . . . . . . .~

M Flrlttwo Gf an
..yilt
• Twllt around an
..

• =English

• Milt MondrWI
, . s.bkdl

" O.C..Ind
~

n~a.IJP.ni.Y
~

'' I;

.....

1 ...

v.......
··-fiNOtle

a~twoafa

Undar C'

. . . . 1 of: ________________....:......__..:.

Elqlndlon mdl (ofllce use ClfVy) - - - - - - - - - - - -

Perlon 8CICIPIIncl .,.__________

no. worosldaya _ __ __ _...JAmount ctue·s _____
Payment

a Cash

a Chedc

::l CNc~~

Chedl number'
20 oenta per word first day ad run.. 14 cents per word eecn oonsec:U'IIve ct.y thereafter. Students wfth veld 10 15 cents per word llrat
day. 10 cena per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ada mus1 be paid in advance.

DIADUNE 2 P.M. PArltOUS DAY-NO EXCIPiiCIIHS
The News reM~WS the ~ to eclt or l"tfuse ada
COI.tclef'ed libelous or In bad taaa.

rnyllelry.,...,

• Mallon's -'*'
I P.G..A.'a C&Mn
el.Ned through

,a-,

IAIMmbllng
t Tough-wooded
conHer
10 Still not sootc
11 Crony
11 70'a-80'a pol. \.

cauee

11 l..JOO•a home
11Send weapons
to

•So-eonwk
• Flrlt two of.
nowelllt

,__

~

17 8lbllclll

. • Olrdln sphere

nc>4lO

•Tacklon
•Pirldle
M

Sl*1ilh queen

wd18131
• 8teakfast'a
partner

I f Ointment

•Han'-lng

•Vtotwn
ope~atora. once
-~.tb'ner·s

~~
sn.m.
e.g.

•oavarot
..._,.

•Nc*dEIMn
family

• tong Mtu's

t'l.. , _., • .,. '

-·~· '

' MOoWI•lCI. .Id

flak
I f Smeltiltg .....

• Dodge pic:t(\4)

~Had able
deatiNdlon
.. Gunner'll&llion . . VoUne Mlllng
A Capite~ body
• Ramen greelitg

.,

classified advertising_ _Wednesday,April _
, ~:

The Daily Eastern News

24 1

For Rent

Announcements

1 BEDROOM APTS. FURNISHED ,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR, AND DECKS.
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 3452363
5/6

ATTENTION SENIORS: YOU
CAN STILL ORDER PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AT
TOKENS. 25 FOR 39.95.
ORDER TODAY
4/23
7
A
=T=T=E.,.,N"'T0710=--o-cNc-A-,-,-L,..-L--:S'""T=U-ccD=-=ENTS!
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants & scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more
info. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F57385
5/3

~3~0~R~4"B~E~D~R~O~O~M".-.V~ERY

LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FURNISHED ,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR , AND DECKS. 10 MO ,
LEASE. CALL 345-2363
5/6
"S"U"M"M"'Ee=-R"'"'A"'P"'A"'R""T"'M....-r=E"'N""T'""S.--r6/ 1 7/31 . $300/month . Phone 3487746 from 9-5.
5/5
"'S"U"M"Mc;-;=E~R,--S"T""O""'R"A"G"E=-:s7
ta=-=r,..,ti:::-:ng at
$30/month. Sizes 4X12 and up.
Phone 348-7746 from 9-5.
5/5
A"V."'A...-1L"A"B"L"E~A
..........
U"G"U"S""T...---2'b-e'd.-room
furnished apartment. Twelve
month lease 348-7746.
5/6
O"'...,N""E"B"'E""'D"'R"'O"'"O"'"'M,,-"'N"IC"E~,'LA......,.RG·E ,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 12
month lease, 4 1/2 blocks from
campus (avail. June 2, other July
16) Call 345-6127.
5/10
1'B"E"'"'D~R~O"O"'"M.----a_p_a-rt'm_e_nt,-s s t iII
available.
Call Oldetowne
Management 345-6533.
5/6
"'R"'E'"'N'"'T"'A"L----.H 0""U"'S"'E~U'P~""T"O 5.
Available 8/15/96. Call 348-0191
5/6
"'S'U'"M.,M.....-.=E"'R""O"'N"'L"Y'.---.-H"o,...,.u-:-:sc-::e---.-.121 0
3rd st. Close to campus 2-3 people 348-5032.
4/25
'LA.......,R"'G"'E,.---,-3'B"'E=-'D"'R"'O"""O"M.----.A""PA RTMENT in quiet residential building
at 300 Harrison, available 5/15 or
8/1/96. $180 per month/person .
Call David McGrady at 348-8258
5/6
7

7

7
4
'0~R~5-nBFE~D~R"'O"O~M~"H~O~USE

available for next school year at
953 Division Street and 715 9th
Street house. Phone 345-5728.
4/25
4"'B~R=-.~H"'O~u~S~E=. ~w~/~D,-,-g-a-r-age , 3
blks to EIU , C21 Wood, 345-4489
4/26
O"'...,N""E,...,T""O""""FO""'U""'R"P"E""R"S""O"N-;-;-;-,HOUSING- List available at C21 Wood ,
1512 A Street.
4/26
"'R~E"'N""T"'A'L"P'"R""O"'P"'E""'R""T"'Y'."E"'F"'F""ICIENCY APT. 501 1/2 TAYLOR.
FULLY FURNISHED , LEASE &
DEPOSIT. 345-6011 , AFTER
5:30 345-9462
4/30
.-1--.B"'E=-D"'""'R"O"'O"'M-.---cA"P""T.,-:--:1"2--m-o----.lease
starting Aug; $300 ; cable, water
and trash incl. 345-9178
4/26
O"'"N"'E~B-=E"'D~R"'O"O"'M-.----.A"'P"A'"R""T,....M E NT
for summer rental. Trash and
water included. 348-0819 leave
message
4/26
~3--.B"'D"'R""'M'
, "2,--B"A"'T"'"H....----;H"O""'U"'Sc-.=-E, 4-6
people appliances, WID, part.
furn . 10 month lease. 348-5418
5/6
"U"'N"'F"U"'R"N"'I"'S"H"'E""D"'H"'O"U"S"'E;=-;=F0 R
CLEAN NON-SMOKERS. 1104
Fourth Street 345-2564
5/3
~3~/4.--.B"'E~D~R"'O~O"'M~"HrO"U"S~E~one

block from campus. Call Ryan at
345-4543.
5/6

For Sale
'93 JEEP WRANGLER Good
Condition. Low mileage Call 3457123
4/23
;:::D-;:;Oc;-U""'B,.,-L-;:E:-;--LO=FT:;:-;:F:-;0:;-;R:o-;:Sc-;;A-,-L=E. Fits
Taylor and Thomas. Unique construction . Call Theresa at 3709.
4/23
~W~I-;:C~K~E~R;:::-C~H~A~I-;:R~.-G;:::-re_a_t~from

apartment decor. Best offer. Call
581-8116
4/26
-:-19:::-:8::-4:-cD=-o=D-;:G:-;:E:-C:::o-0:;:::-;-:LT~.--:4:-s-p--:d-.
, 2 dr.,
hatch. 144 ,000 miles. Call 3453491
4/29
7
::::S""PA
C::o-I:-::O:-:-U-:-::S::-:-LO=FT:;:-;:F:-:::O:-;:R:--::::S-;--:-ALE. A
must see! Call 581-3234 for more
information.
4/24
7
-:-1~9~86~-,-M
A~Z;::-;::-D-;-A---:6:;-;2:;-;6~~S=EDAN

Hatbak , 5-spd, air, pw, pd , pi ,
133k, $2500/bo 345-5728.

=:-;:::-~:-:-::=--=--:-------:4/26

FOR SALE: Brand new bunk
beds $100 O.B.O Call Erica 5818141
5/3
:-cM:-::E:-oN-:-:'-::S:-----:D~IA~M:-:-::0-;-N:-:D::------::B:-:-A C K
Topanga Mountain Bike $150
OBO Call Brian 348-8025
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30

Lost & Found
LOST: IRISH FRIENDSHIP
RING. Last seen around Union or
University Court. If found please
call 581-8135
4/24
:-L~o-=s:-::T:-:-H:-:::0:;-;N:-:-::-D-:-A-C~A-;:R~K:::E:-:-Y.,---ca s h
reward if found Please call Mike
581-6731
4/25
7
A
--,dv_e_rt-:-:-i-se---:-in--:t::-h-e--=c'"'la_s_s..,if::-ie-d,-s=!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ HA-00

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
IT'S INCR&P16ie
THAT H£'5 HERE IN
ANAH£fMl rr~ LJK£

A PRCAM/ NANTM£.
TO

::::$7
1 .-=0:-::0---::B:;-;U-;-;D;:::----:L'I~T~E--:-R~O~L~LING

ROCK AT TED'S TONIGHT. NO
COVER- FREE POOL- FREE
POPCORN D.J. BILL BUCKLEY
4/23
"'Sc-oiG""M--,-A~Kc-cA--=P'""P""A~IN'""F'""O'""R""M-o-Ac-=TIONAL: April 23rd at 5:30 p.m. at the
Sig Kap House. We hope to see
you all there! For rides or info call
Missy 348-5242 or Anne 5818158.
4/23
;:::B~Rc;-IA~N:-:-.~M~IK~E~.-S~H-:-A~N~N-:-::0:;-;N~
: Two
weeks to Go! Good Luck with
everything! I Love you guys!
Cathy
4/23
;:::D-;:0::-;N-:-:,-:;:Tc-P;:::-A"Y~F=-:O~R--:Lc--A~U~N=D RY!!
Mom wants to!! DONNAS NEW
LAUNDRY CLUB! Sign up now
for Fall! 345-3454
4/26
"'$_,..1.--:o--=o---:B""u-,D=-_--,L--,1=T=E--:-R=-o~LLl N G
ROCK AT TED'S TONIGHT. NO
COVER- FREE POOL- FREE
POPCORN D.J. BILL BUCKLEY
4/23
::::D-;:E"'E:-z==E=E--:T~E~E;:::--;O~F~F=-,--:D=-E=c=:-E ZEE
TEE OFF, DEE ZEE TEE OFF,
DEE ZEE TEE OFF.
4/23
::::D-;:E::-L=TA-:-::Z:-::E:-::T:-:A--:T=E=E=--=o::-:F::-:F=--=-fo-r-ms will
be taken up until Tuesday! Call
Jackie & Courtney to get a tee
time, 345-2523!
4/23
A~LP~H~A-,---:S~IG~M~A~T~A~U-:--o-IN~F=O~RMA7

TIONAL! Wed. April 24-7 pm.
Greek Court. Come see what
we're about! For rides or info call
Jenny 348-8788 or Nicole 5816747
4/24
=T-=0--:0,---;:B,-,-UccS:-:Y-oc!-=?c-;-Le-t,--;:::D-=o-cN"'"'N-,-A-,-,-'S do
your LAUNDRY. We sort, and fold
you 15 pound bag for only $4.00.
Or self serve at University Village.
NEWLY REMODELED. 345-3454
4/26
"'$_,..1.--=o--=o---=B""u..,..,D=----,L--=-1~T=E--:-R=-o~LLl N G
ROCK AT TED'S TONIGHT. NO
COVER- FREE POOL- FREE
POPCORN D.J. BILL BUCKLEY

-:-:--=-:-:---:~=-==:-::::-=------:4/23

ALPHA TUGGERS-Congrats on
1st place, you definitely ROCKED
THE ROPE!!
4/23
:-LA-:--=D-:-1=E-=s----=oc-:F::--A:-cL:-:P=-:-cH-:-A----::S:-:-:1G M A
ALPHA, Congrat on taking 1st in
spirit and 2nd overall during
Greek Week 1996!!
4/23
G"'-;:R:-;:E:-:A-;:T:-J-ccO::o-=B--:S::-:1-::Gc:-M:-cA~N:-:-U.,-----on 3rd
place in Greek Week! Its time for
everyone to notice the only
Fraternity on Campus.

.,-;-;:::-,--;-.,---;-:-=~:-:-:::------:--:--;-4/23

ALPHA AIRBAND-great job on a
purr-feet performance Your sisters are proud!
=-:~-:-:-;:.,.-;--;::-:::-:------:----4/23
EICC WILL BE having a meeting
tonight at 7 pm at Stix!
4/23
7
--:-p=-H,-:-;-:-I'"'s-G=E=TccE=-X:-:-::C-::1T~E~D=--:f:-or our
A
2oth anniversary on Wednesday.
Don 't forget to wear pin attire!
AOE
4/23
J7 :-:-1M-:-:M:-:-:-:Y:--cF=-o=o:-:::::s-=c-=-H:-:-1:-::K-=E~N-=z=: Find
the CAMERA or ELSE.
4/23
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Congratulations on winning 1st
place! You were awesome!
Thanks for all your hard work .
Love-your sisters.
4/23
,..-LA-:-;w-;-;-s=-o=c-:-:1E::::T"'"Y:-:-T=u_e_2~:-=3~o--=c::-:-cH 206
Elections. COME!
4/23
c=-=o:-:A:-:C=-H:-:-:K-o-0;:::-,-Nc::E:-:C:;-;K-:-I:--=-&-C=-=-oA C H
SETTLE: Thanks for your time,
patience and inspiration. Good
Job! Love your Phi Sig Tuggers.
4/23
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DELTA: Congratulations on 2nd
place in Greek Week! I am so
proud of you guys! First in spirit
and pyramids! Second in Greek
Week Sing , Airband and
canoes , and third in obstacles!
You guys are the best! Love ,
Jamie
4/23
'"'M;-;:E::-;L--:1-=sc;:S:-:A,---;:O'""'F::--;;A--::S:c-A;-:-W::-;-:-e~fina lly
brought it home! Thank you and I
will miss you! Alpha Love, Dana.
4/23
A.,-.,--L~P.,--H:-:A:--:;:T.,--U:-::G::-:G~E-=R-=s:-:'1--:t-o~l
d you
that if you gave me a lean I would
dig you out! Congrats! I love you
guys----Alpha love Dand
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23

MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin

Fr<EE J.IANV SW<~
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Announcements

Announcements

CHAD MOYER AND JASON LAX
of Sigma Pi: Thank you for all of
your hard work and dedication.
We couldn 't have done it without
you! Love your Tuggers.
4/23
~M'""Is=-s:::-y:-:--:-:W:-:-A:-:R:::-D=---=o:-:F::--S~IG MA
KAPPA: Congratulations on getting lavaliered to BRETT
NAMORS of LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA! You 're roomies are excited for you! Let's celebrate at
Jerry's! Sig Kap love, THE BIRDHOUSE GIRLS!
4/23
=R-=o-=B""'Y::-N:-B=-E=c:::-:-:-H~LE=R~A:-:-N-:-:D::--::G INA
ZAMBONI OF SIGMA KAPPA:
Thanks for all your hard work and
dedication during Greek Week! It
really paid off! Love-Your sisters.
4/23
;:::P~R-;:Ec--L:-A:;-;W-;-;-M~E-=E""T""'IN:-:-G;:::-a--;t--:2::-:::30 in
Coleman Hall Room 206. Election
for Executive Office.
4/23
"'c-=o,-N'""G,-;:RA:c=T:;-U;;-LA-:-T~I'""O'"'"N-;-;:S'"""'S""I'""G:-:KA=P on
winning Greek Week! It's A 3-Peat!

JEN RUSCITTI- You ' re the
WORLD ' S GREATEST MOM!
Alpha Gam Love, Your Kidde.

Announcements
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
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V.J. , RILEY, AND JOE: Thank
you for being great pyramid
coaches! We know who can build
the BEST pyramid! Love, the
Ladies of Alpha Phi.
4/23
-=c--=o--=-N-ccG=-R=c-A=T~U~L--,-A=T~IO~N--=-=s--:T=-o=-THE

SIGMA CHI Big Men's Tugs team
on winning FIRST PLACE during
Greek Week 1996! Way to go
SIGS! Love-Sherry

-;-:-:-:-::--~c=:-:--:-:-:-=-=:--:-:-:=:-~4/23

AMY MATHIAS (SLIME) , CARRIE LA BARGE, AND JILL
HORSMAN OF ALPH PHI-Thank
you for all your hard work and
dedication during Greek Week
We couldn 't of done it without
you. AOE love your sisters.

~~=--::occ~=--:-::::-:=-:---;:-4/23

SNAKES GREAT JOB in collegiate
Bowl and in Spirit during Greek
Week! Thanks to the Greek
Community for Coming to the
Gutters PHAT PARTY Friday
NIGHT! NEXT time we'll make
more Jungle Juice!
4/23
'"'W-:-:E::-:R=-:-:N-;:z----=c~H-:-:1-=R=-=o~P==R--=-A--=c-=T:-:-1c· in
Charleston 1-800-724-27 49
Sports and Wholistic Doctor
4/30
'"'"N-:-:T""E""R""N-,-,S~H-:-:I=P-O=-=p=po=R=T,...,U
1
N.ITY.
Leading Financial institution seeks
ambitious individual. If requirements are met , guaranteed
$200.00 a week for 10-12 weeks
plus commissions. Send Resume
to 851 Sherwood Place Charleston,
Illinois 61920. Attn: Opportunity Ad.
4/23
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MICHAEL ROBEY of DELTA
SIGMA PHI for lavaliering KRISSY WILLEY of ALPHA PHI. She's
a great girl Mike! Your little bro
Ed, and all of your Delta Sigma
Phi brothers.
7

~-,-,..-=~-=-=~:---:cc=-=-4/24

WAY TO GO DELTA SIGS, you
did a great job during Greek
Week 1996!
4/24
,..,H-=Eccl=D~I--,W~E,.,-1T=E-ccK--:-A-o-Mc-cP=--o-fo-.T R ISIGMA, congratulations on being
April Sister of the Month! Thanks
for all your hard work!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24

;-c=~~--==-~--;-~---.,.---4/24

HEY 12 PACK .. . Next year will
ROCK!!! Can't wait, Julie.
4/24
=TO~T:;:-;H""""E;:::--;M-;-;E;:::cN:-:---:O""'F=--;:S:-:-1G;:;:-;-;M,-;;A. PI:
Congratulations on winning Greek
Week. I am so proud of all of you ,
you deserve it! Love, Quincy.
4/24
::::D--:-A-c-N;--;:D-,IE=R=-:-:K:-:IN.,.,G=---:-:I'V=-==E--:F=-A~LLEN

AND I CAN'T GET UP! You're my
hero ... thanks for saving me! Julie
Jacobson
4/24
A-,-~L=P-,-H:-:A----=S-,-1G~M:-:A----o-A-,-L-;:P-,-H:-:Ac-=TU. G S
Chug a lug, it's on me! Love, Jeff
4/24
=To::::--:T"'"H-;-;E::-:-M;-;:E:-:-N~O-=F--:D""'E;:::cL--::T:-:-A-·C HI:
You were awesome during Greek
Week! I had a great time cheering
for you! (Next time I'll get the
cheer right!) Love, Lisa
-;-:-=--c-,---::~--:-;-;==~=---:c-;-4/24
ALPHA PHI AIRBAND: _We overcame huge odds and in our
hearts we know what true winners we are. Thanks for all your
hard work and dedication. You all
Rock My World! Love, Jill
4/24
"'S-:-::IG"""'M-,-A~N,-U~:.,-IA""'M;:-;-;:Sc::Oo-P;:::cR;::-O~U=-D_y.ou
guys took 3rd place in Greek
Week. Maybe you 'll start getting
the attention you deserve! Love ,
Lisa.
4/24
-=G-=o--=o--=D:-:--:LU--:-c=K:-:-::S:-:-1G=M:-:-:-A--,N"'"'U-,--;:SOCCER TEAM _ _in the Alpha Cup
Soccer Tournament. We ' ll be
cheering for you. Love, Lisa and
Vicky.
4/24
=T-=o--:T:=-H:-:-=E--:L:-A:-:D:::-Ic::E:-::S:--;:O~F:-M::-::-::0:-o-:N DAY
NIGHT: Thanks for rolling around
in the mud with us. It is a night we
will never forget!! The guys.
4/24
~c-=oc;-N:-::G:-:R::-A;:-:;T;:-;-U"""L--,A-:;:T'""I0:::-N~S--:;T;:-;;O:c-.AL L
THE ALPHAS on 2cnd place in
Greek Week. Love, Jeff
4/24

~H7
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ZETA ALPHA CHAPTER OF
ALPHA PHI! AOE
4/24
=p-=R-=E~-.,--LA~W-;-_--:::F-:-:IN-=-A~L-=D-:-A~Y=-·FOR

ELECTIONS at today's meeting in
Coleman Hall Room 219 at 3:00.
4/24

CONGRATULATIONS TO KRISSY WILLEY OF ALPHA PHI ON
GETTING LAVALIERED TO
MIKE ROBEY OF DELTA SIGMA
PHI. WE ARE SO HAPPY FOR
YOU BOTH! LOVE JULIE AND
GARY.
4/24

A-=s--=-A-S~P=R-::IN-:-G=--:F~L--,I~N-=G~IN~V~ITES :
7

Get ready for a blast on Thursday
night! We can't wait to see you all!
4/24
..~F~R=-=IE~N~D~S-,-H~I=P--~G~R~O~W.ING
STRONGER with time like the ivy
that twines " Happy 20th , Zeta
Alpha of ALPHA PHI AOE.
4/24
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Professional portfolio workshop
Thursday night at 6pm in the
Effingham Room. Very important!

NEEDS

MORE
MONEY!
Right?
SO ... why not sell
your unwanted
items in

The Daily Eastern
News Classified
Section!

It Pays to
Advertise in
the Daily
Eastern News!

Where do students get the experience they need
to be successful after graduation?

Graduate School.
Assistantships.

:-cM~IK-=-E=--=P::-:I.,--LO~N,-:-=-H:-::0::-:P:::-E~Y:-::0:;-;U-,-HAD

FUN LAST NIGHT. Happy 22nd
Birthday!
4/24

77
J~R=-.""PA.,--N~H-=E-;-L--:M-,-O=-=T~H=E-=R--:D=-A
UGH-

TER BANQUET tickets are only
being sold until Wednesday- Fall
95 and Spring 96 sorority
rushees- get to check cashing
and buy them now!

-:--,-,.,-:--;--,-~=-----=---::-:-::-=-=-:-=4/24

ANN MARIE , CONGRATULATIONS on 2cnd place Airband,
NiceAbs!
4/24
,--LA-ccW--:-c-=c-;-L:-:U=B-0=-=F=-F:-::IC:-::E=R~E:-:-LEC-

TIONS AND CREDIT INTERNSHIPS- TODAY! 3 PM - CH 219
4/24
::::FA-,-.,..,L~L----=9-=5---:A--:-N-ccD=---=s-=p'""R:-:1-,-N~G 96
SORORITY RUSHEES- Last day
to buy Jr. Panhel MotherDaughter banquet tickets , Wed.
at check cashing.

Internships.
Jobs.
(First you need a good resume.)
The Daily Easter..ala1Vs design departcan help you get a good start with
professional resume service. Affordable,
convenient, ualit . Call 581-2812 today
to get on the road to future success!
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Pale Hose rookie wins in debut
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) Terry Bevington wanted rookie
pitcher James Baldwin to get his
first major league victory, and
the Chicago White Sox nearly
paid for their manager ' s patience.
Baldwin gave up five runs in
the fifth inning, but the White
Sox bullpen shut down Texas the
rest of the way for a 6-5 victory
Tuesday.
"I can thank Bev for the
opportunity to get my first win
out of the way," said Baldwin,
called up from Triple-A Nashville for his fifth start in th big

RALPH

leagues . "I was looking at the
(Texas) stats before the game
and I was thinking, · Oh my
God.' But all you can do is ask a
pitcher to throw strikes and
that's what I did."
Harold Baines homered for
the second straight game, and
Tony Phillips went 3-for-5,
scored two runs and drove in
two for Chicago. The White Sox
went 6-2 on their road trip to
Kansas City, Oakland and Texas.
Baldwin (1-0) allowed one hit
in the first four innings. Given a
6-0 lead, he stayed in during a
five-run fifth - his error made

two runs unearned - and left
after the inning ended.
Baldwin misplayed a potential
double-play grounder, instead
getting only a forceout at third
base.
"I bobbled it , had a brain
cramp, then threw it to third ,"
Baldwin said. "I couldn't blame
anybody but myself. "
Bevington gave Baldwin high
marks for his work in the first
four innings. Baldwin started the
1995 season in the White Sox
rotation, but was back in minors
with a 12.89 ERA after four
starts.

The Daily Eastern News

=======================

Cards' streak continues;
Alou homer beats Expos
MONTREAL (AP) - Pinch
hitter Moises Alou homered with
one out in the ninth inning Tuesday night to give the Montreal
Expos their fifth straight win, 1211 over the St. Louis Cardinals.
Alou, kept out of the starting
lineup for the second straight
game with a hamstring injury, hit
an 0-2 pitch from T.J. Maatthews
(1-1) over the left-field wall for
his fifth home run this season.
Tim Scott (1-0) pitched 1 1-3
innings for the win.
Brian Jordan tied a career high
with four hits and had three RBis

for the Cardinals, who had rallied
to tie it 11-all in the eighth.
Rondell White drove in four
runs and Henry Rodriguez hit hi s
eighth homer - and fifth in nine
at-bats - for the Expos.
Willie McGee ' s pinch-hit ,
three-run double in the eighth
inning enabled the Cardinals to
tie it 11-11. With two outs ,
Jordan singled and Ray Lankford
walked. Tim Scott relieved and
walked Ron Gant to load the
bases before McGee cleared the
bases with his double to rightcenter.
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at 142 lbs. with a record of98-25-2.
During high school at Wheaton Central, McCausland
wrestled at 132 and finished fourth in the state his senior
year- which he sees as being hi s biggest accomplishment
during that period.
McCausland said his decision to come to Eastern was
heavily influenced by his high school coach, John Fuller.
McCausland said he owes much of his success to Fuller
and former Panther coach Ron Clinton.
"(The influence of the coaches was) tremendous,"
McCausland said. "Going from high school, where I had
an extremely good and knowledgeable coach, to Ron
Clinton, who was one of the finest in the country."
He also said Fuller influenced his decision to be a
coach.
During McCausland's wrestling career at Eastern, he
helped the Panthers to three undefeated seasons in a row,
as they went a combined 28-0-1. McCausland was a three
time All-American, and during the 1978 season the team
fell l/4 of a point short from capturing the national championship.

RECRUITS

" There were a lot of things we
accomplished as a team and there was
kind of a special bond in that team,"
McCausland said.
McCausland sees his two greatest
accomplishments as being when he
won the Division II championship in
1977-78, and as a coach having had
four All-Americans on his team, along
with the 12-2 season in 1988-89.
Ralph
One of his favorite memories as a
McCausland
wrestler was when the Panthers competed in a dual meet against Cal Poly
State University, which was ranked No. 5 in Division I. In
this meet, the Panthers rallied late and came out victorious.
He said through his experiences he has noticed some
differences between coaching at the high school and the
collegiate level.
"At the high school level it's more developmental,"
McCausland said. "You're working with kids, and it's
L___ _ _-'L..I;:_

__JJ

extremely the basics and you are establishing a good solid
nucleus, where at the college level you're kind of picking
and choosing and you work on strengths. I think motivation is a little higher at the college level and work ethic
increases. It also rises to a different intensity level."
McCausland still keeps in touch with former teammates
and wrestlers he has coached, and Murray thinks that is
important.
"He is a laid back guy and is down to earth," Murray
said. "I would definitely like to keep in touch."
Over the years McCausland has not lost any enthusiasm
for the sport.
"I truly love the sport," McCausland said. "It's something that gets in your blood and you enjoy the competition , coaching and watching these guys develop and
mature and go on and become successful not only in
wrestling, but in life."
Murray believes McCausland is a great asset to the
sport.
" Wre stling needs more coaches like Ralph to keep
wrestling alive," Murray said.

frompage l6 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Robinson averaged 13.4 points and 8.7
rebounds per game and shot at a 60 percent
clip from the field on his way to earning
junior college all-conference and all-state
honors in Michigan.
Samuels said in a press release
Wednesday that Robinson could play at
either the small forward or power forward
spots as a Panther.
"He has good strength and plays extremely hard," Samuels said. "Conya's a versatile
athlete ...he does all the things that ultimately win games: rebound, dive on the floor for
loose balls, play defense. He 's also young
so he has tremendous growth potential."
Smith is a 6-7 forward from Paducah
(Ky.) Tilghman High School, which was

ranked nationally in the USA Today Top 25
Poll last season. Smith's team posted a 30-4
mark last season while he averaged 15
points and 10.5 boards on a team that sent
six of its members on to colleges with athletic scholarships.
Smith, like Robinson, has shown promise
in terms of shooting accuracy while a prep
player. He averaged 57 percent from the
floor as a senior last season. He was also the
MVP of three regular season tournaments.
Samuels said Smith's statistics are particularly impressive when considering the caliber of players he shared the spotlight with
at Tilghman.
"John was on an excellent high school
team," Samuels said. "With Tilghman having so many quality players, his statistics

are impressive because he had a high percentage in several categorie s ... points,
rebounds, shooting. We believe he can
develop into an outstanding college forward
because he can power through people to
score inside."
Cuffle is the most local of Samuels' new
inkings. He was an All-Collegiate
Conference of Central Illinois pick,
averaging l 0 points and 8.5 rebounds for
Lake Land Community College in neighboring Mattoon.
He shot 57 percent from the field for
Lake Land's 21-11 squad last year. Samuels
said Cuffle ' s athletic skills will help in
Eastern's inaugural season in the Ohio
Valley.
"Kurt's athleticism and playing experi-

ence are real pluses," Samuels said. "He
gives us the type of player we need to compete in the Ohio Valley Conference ... a big,
strong hanger who can hold his own inside
against the big bodies."
With five new faces joining his Panther
club, Samuels will be hoping to improve on
last year ' s 13-15 record in the MidContinent Conference, in which Eastern
advanced to the Mid-Con tournament semifinals before falling to Valparaiso - which
went on to win the tourney and advanced to
the NCAA Tournament.
Samuels loses seniors Johnny Hernandez,
Andre Rodriguez and Michael Odumuyiwa,
plus junior Michael Slaughter who will
forego his final year of eligibility to enter
law school.

YOUNGSTOWN
SALE
wednesday
WJr~m 1th~
ID.tccibl ~ml

$2 Calzones
(reg. $4.95)

25¢ OFF
All Rail Drinks

:~ ~ ~\

25% OFF ALL CLOTHING
50% OFF SELECTED JEWELRY
MARTIN LUTHER I(ING, JR. UNIVERSITY UNION
BOOI(STORE
FRIDAY, APRIL 26TH THROUGH SATURDAY, MAY lfTH
OPEN: MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 1:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.
FRIDAY 1:00 A.M.-5:00P.M.
SATURDAY 10:00 A.M.-If:OO P.M.

NOW RENTING
FALL '96-'97 • SUMMER '96
~Furnished

~ 3 Laundry Facilities

~ Dishwashers

~ 1,2,3,&4 Bedrooms

~ Garbage Disposals

~ On site manager

~ Central Air

~ 24

Hr. Maintenance

(Even ings are emergency o nly)

r.-/ 10 Ins. Leases or
M 1Year Leases

~ Wooded Location

~ Spacious units
~ $50.00 Referral Plan

CALL 345-2363
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET

AROUND THE CURVE ON SO UTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

MAKE A VIEWING
APPT. TODAY!!

The Daily Eastern News

By BRIAN LESTER
Associate sports editor

Although the rain washed out
the Panthers' plans to take on
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville on Tuesday afternoon, Eastern will have a chance
to make up for it today against
Northeastern.
The Panthers will take on the
Golden Eagles for the final time
this season in a doubleheader at
Monier Field, beginning at 1 p.m.
In the last conference meeting
between these two Mid-Continent
Conference rivals, Eastern came
away with victories in three out of
the four games up North .
However, things have changed
from the last time these two
squads went at it.
Eastern currently owns the firstplace slot in the Mid-Con with an
11-3 mark and it owns an overall
record of 18-19 while the Golden
Eagles are in second place with an
8-8 record and are 19-22 overall.
There is no doubt, though, that
head coach Jim Schmitz will have
any trouble getting his team up for
the games today even though the
regular season is winding down.
"It's very easy to get the guys
up for the game because it's a conference game and we know what
we have to do in order to win,"
Schmitz said.
And Eastern has been up for its
games as of late since the Panthers
are second in the Mid-Con in batting with a .332 average from the
plate.
The Panthers have also crossed

the plate 231
times this season- fourth
best in the
Mid-Con
and they have
the
fourth
lowest ERA
in the conference at 5.76.
Jim Schmitz
On
the
other hand,
Northeastern's pitching staff has
the third lowest ERA in the
league, as the Golden Eagles allow
just over four earned runs per
game.
Northeastern's baseball team
journeys South knowing that it can
inch closer to wrapping up the second and final spot in the Mid-Con
tournament by at least splitting
with Eastern.
The Golden Eagles have also
played well despite losing to
Bradley 6-0 and 5-2, as they split
games with Chicago State last
weekend and they took two out of
four games from Valparaiso over
the Eastern weekend.
"They have really played well
lately and the games with them
earlier in the year were close,"
Schmitz said. "They have also
been swinging the bats well."
As a team, the Golden Eagles
are batting .297 on the season, but
average a Mid-Con low five runs
per outing compared to Eastern's
average that is close to seven runs
per contest.
However, the Golden Eagles are
clearly a threat once they get on
base since they lead the Mid-Con

REBOUND
sweep.
"In the second game we hit well,
but so did they," Fox said.
The first game was much closer,
but also more frustrating for the
Panthers.
Eastern jumped out to a four-run
lead before ISU ever came to bat.
Cherveny led off the game with a
single, and moved to second on secondbaseman Jamie Skerski's fielder's choice. Both runners advanced
on a wild pitch, and a single by
Siebert brought Cherveny home
and put Skerski at third.
After a fly out, Starkey doubled
to center, scoring Skerski and moving Siebert to third.
Siebert scored when Schleeter
reached on an error, and Starkey
moved to third.
After another fly ball produced
the second out, rightfielder
Courtney Cassata's single scored
Starkey.
A groundout ended the inning
with the Panthers up 4-0.
Eastern looked to further pound
the Redbirds by adding two runs in

LESTER
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in stolen bases this year.
The Golden Eagles have come
away with 71 thefts this season in
91 attempts, averaging close to
two stolen bases per ballgame.
Nevertheless, Schmitz believes
that if his team plays the same
type of consistent baseball it has
been playing since the beginning
of the year, the Panthers should be
able to take advantage of playing
at home and move a step closer to
making travel plans for the MidContinent Conference tournament.
"The team has been playing
very consistently in a lot of areas
and have been playing pretty good
baseball," Schmitz said. "(And) if
we play exactly like this we
should do well against them."

50( Leinenkugals
Featuring DJ Andy Miles

THURSDAY
"Ladies Night"
75( Domestic Drafts
75( House RAIL Drinks

FRIDAY
"ARC WELDER"
W/ "GOATBOY"
$1 99 1/2 lb. Burgers!

SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!

C 0 N F E R E N C E

Baseball standings
West Division
Conf. All
EASTERN
11-3 18-19
Northeastern Ill. 8-8 19-22
Western Ill.
8-10 12-21
Valparaiso
6-8 14-23
5-9 16-20
Chicago St.
East Division
Troy State
9-1
31-9
New York Tech 7-5 16-15
Youngstown St. 6-6 13-18-2
C.W. Post
5-5 12-16-1
Pace
4-8 12-21
Cent. Conn. St. 3-9 11-19-1

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND

MESSAGE
in

The Daily
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the second inning.
A double by Hartzler scored
Cherveny and Siebert to give the
Panthers a 6-0 lead.
But there were five innings to
play - and the Redbirds took advantage of it.
ISU scored three in the second
and two in the fourth to pull within
one run at 6-5.
And the Redbirds threatened
again in the fifth.
ISU had the bases loaded and
two out when Betty Youngquist
came to the plate.
She's hitting .385 on the season,
and showed why with a three-run
triple scoring three runs and giving
the Redbirds an 8-6 win.
"They got one big hit with two
outs," Fox said. "We were in both
games and didn't deserve to lose
both games."
Fox said the first game, especially the first game, was disappointing.
"We came out and scored four in
the first and two in the second, and
we let things slowly fall apart," Fox
said. "We got a couple of hard calls

News

(Deadline: 1 Business Days
BefoPe Ad is to Pun)
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Softball standings
West Division
Conf. All
Western Illinois 10-2 28-21
EASTERN
8-2 24-19
Northeastern Ill. 4-6 17-18
UMKC
2-8 4-28
Valparaiso
2-8 11-32
East Division
DePaul
6-0 30-12
Troy State
3-3 35-17
Youngstown St. 3-3 17-12
Central Conn.
0-6 9-25
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for Garrison is that he will have a chance to coach
in a very successful football program.
As coach Garrison put it, "It's time to go on with
my plan, which is to coach at the the highest level
possible."
Going to the next level is definitely another reason why this is such a great opportunity for
Panthers ' soon-to-be ex-running backs coach
because anyone would hardly hesitate to take
advantage of an opportunity that involves moving
up in a profession that he or she enjoys.
Even Allen believes this is a great opportunity

Eastern

and the umpires were giving Stacy
a hard time."
The Panthers are off the rest of
the week until traveling to Macomb
for a doubleheader with Western
Illinois that will decide the MidCon West Division crown.

for Garrison.
"We thought he was a great candidate for the
position and I think it's a great situation (hiring
Garrison) for everyone because he brings experience in coaching running backs and we are pleased
to have him," Allen said.
Sure some can argue that Garrison should stick
around for Eastern's first year in the Ohio Valley
Conference and help the Panthers make a return
trip to the postseason, but when an opportunity is
there for someone to take, there is no reason not to
go for it.
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Panthers blow lead, fall at ISU
6-0 lead not safe;
Brian Lester
Redbirds rebound
Associate sports editor
Secure future to sweep twinbill
By JOSH HARBECK
for coach as Staff writer
The Panthers' bats were alive and well in
Purple Panther Normal
Tuesday, but the pitching and defense
Well, it seems like another athletic season here at Eastern is
coming to an end. And just like
with the rapidly approaching end
to any other sports season, opportunities are plentiful in the sports
arena.
To begin with, the baseball
Panthers continue to swing their
bats well and are on the verge of a
second straight Mid-Continent
Conference title since only eight
Mid-Con games remain in the
1996 season.
However, head coach Jim
Schmitz said he is not going to
guarantee his team a spot in the
Mid-Con tourney in May yet even though the trip to Troy, Ala.,
is highly likely - since there is
still plenty of baseball left to be
played.
Eastern's softball team is
another picture-perfect example
of a team that has been blessed by
opportunities as their season
winds down this year.
The Panthers took advantage of
the opportunity to come out on
top in two games against an undefeated DePaul team this past
weekend. And by adding those
two wins over the Blue Demons
to a couple of wins over the
University of Missouri-Kansas
City, Eastern has clinched a playoff spot and is now waiting for
the chance to win the conference
tourney in May.
Even the less-publicized sports
teams like track and golf still
have opportunities to come up big
at their conference tournaments,
especially since the men's track
team won the indoor Mid-Con
meet and the women's sqaud
came up with a third place finish.
And while all of the teams that
I have mentioned are still waiting
to take advantage of the opportunities that are ahead of them,
there is one Panther who may
have grabbed on to the best
opportunity of the spring.
This person is Eastern's running backs coach Michael Garrison. He has accepted a job at
Northern Iowa and will take over
the position of running backs
coach for the Purple Panthers Eastern's former Gateway Conference rival - in the falL
Now most of you may be wondering why Garrison getting this
job at Northern Iowa after being a
key in getting Eastern's offense to
where it is now is such an opportunity, but there are definitely reasons behind this statement.
For starters, Northern Iowa is a
team that has dominated the
Gateway Conference for the last
six years under head coach Terry
Allen. And with Garrison coming
into a program that is deep in tradition, the obvious reason why
this is such a great opportunity
See LESTER page 15

was not, as Eastern dropped two games to
Illinois State.
The Redbirds won the first game 8-6 and
the second game 9-3.
"It was a disappointing day," head coach
Stephanie Fox said. "Our offense was working, and our pitching wasn't bad, but it wasn't
great."
Fox said before the games she was concerned about the team's hitting, but the bats
were there. The Panthers (24-19, 8-2 in the
Mid-Continent Conference) collected 16 hits
and 9 runs, but the Redbirds collected 22 hits
and 17 runs.

Tuesday, Eastern's
defense and pitching failed.
"We weren't ready to
play," Fox said. "We didn't pick each other up out
there. The pitching wasn't
bad, but it wasn ' t great
(either)."
Stacy Siebert
Freshman starter Stacy
Siebert's personal ninegame winning is still intact, but in the first
game of the twin bill she allowed six runs (all
earned) on eight hits in four innings.
Freshman Kim Hartzler finished the game,
giving up two runs (both earned) on three hits
in two innings. Hartzler was tagged with the
loss and fell to 2-1 on the season.
Senior starter Missy Porzel went for Eastern
in the second game. She gave up nine runs
(four earned) on 11 hits in her six innings of
work. Porzel fell to 7-11 on the year with the
loss.
The Panther defense also made three errors
behind Porzel, a key according to Fox.
"I don't think we had nine players ready to
play defense," she said.

The game began well enough for the
Panthers, as Eastern grabbed a 1-0 lead in the
second inning.
Firstbaseman Emily Starkey led off the second inning by reaching on an error. Third
baseman Luann Schleeter walked and mover
pinch runner Nicole Ktistou to second.
After a fly out, Porzel singled to second to
right field to drive Ktistou home.
But the Redbirds came right back in the
bottom of the second.
ISU used a four-hit attack in the inning to
score two runs and grab the lead.
And then extended the lead in the fourth.
The Redbirds scored six runs on five hits and were helped by two Panther errors.
Eastern rallied in the top of the fifth, with a
triple by centerfielder Jen Cherveny and doubles by Siebert and Hartzler. But the rally
stopped short at two runs, and the Panthers
were down 8-3.
The Redbirds added another run in the sixth
to go up 9-3.
Eastern didn't score but left two on in the
top of the seventh as ISU completed the
See REBOUND page 15

Samuels inks
three recruits
for fall season
By MATT ERICKSON
Sports editor
With four lettermen leaving his squad for
the 1996-97 basketball season, head coach
Rick Samuels continues to inch closer to
building the complete team he'll need to challenge for the Ohio Valley Conference title.
The Eastern basketball team has added
three more recruits to its list of players for
next season - the Panthers' first in the Ohio
Valley.
Conya Robinson, John Smith and Kurt
Cuffle have joined Marc Polite of East
Moline United High School and Benji Gibbs
of Sullivan (Ky.) Junior College as next season's newcomer class.
Robinson, a 6-5 junior college transfer
from Mott (Mich.) Community College, led
his team to a 27-4 record last season and
helped Mott win its second consecutive
Michigan junior college championship. While
Robinson was with Mott, the team had a
record of 50-11 in two years.
See RECRUITS page 14

NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer

Bombs away!
Rachel Schwartzkopf, a freshman special education major, practices her discus throw Tuesday
afternoon during track practice.

Wrestling with odds, McCausland wins
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
Hard work usually pays off, and head
wrestling coach Ralph McCausland has been
paid off for the second time.
After completing a season in which the
Panthers had their best finish ever under
McCausland, he has been inducted into the
Illinois Wrestling Coaches and Officials
Association Hall of Fame.
This is the second hall of fame induction
McCausland has received after he was inducted into the EIU Hall ofFame in 1989.
McCausland said being inducted into the
IWCOA, as with the EIU Hall of Fame, is
based both on his accomplishments as a
wrestler and a coach.
McCausland is extremely appreciative of
being recognized by the IWCOA.
"I think it's an honor to be inducted with all
the other people that obviously put an awful
lot of time and are well deserving of it,"

McCausland said.
Senior wrestler
Erik Murray thinks
very highly of McCausland, and said
McCausland is extremely knowledgeable of the sport and
knows the finer
points and what is necessary to get to the next
level.
"I hope the administration realizes what
kind of person they have," Murray said. "The
future of Eastern wrestling will be even better.
It all depends on if Eastern Illinois wants
wrestling."
Murray was referring to McCausland's
ongoing battle to keep the wrestling team
alive due to Title IX legislation.
McCausland began his wrestling career
when he was only in the eighth grade.
"I had a lot of energy in junior high and I
was directed to a sport that channeled my

energy," McCausland said. "Wrestling happened to be it."
He began his coaching career at Wheaton
Central and then moved on to Downers Grove
North before returning to Eastern.
He is the second winningest coach in
Eastern's history, with a career record of 9067-1. McCausland is only behind Harold
Pinther, who coached the team for 19 years
from 1955-62 and from 1964-74, and has a
record of 149-103-5.
Also as a coach, McCausland is tied for
most wins in a season, when the Panthers finished with a 12-2 record in 1988-89. He is tied
with Pinther's team from 1973-74 when his
Panthers were 12-6-1.
McCausland also has had at least one
Division I National Championship qualifier in
each season as coach.
Not only does he rank highly in wins as a
coach, but McCausland also is eighth in career
victories as a wrestler where he wrestled at
See RALPH page 14

